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1his study imestigated lhe nature and effects of a numb.,.. of human 
'disturbances' OIl lhe spatial distribution and dynamics of ,and fllre;t III and around 
T<l1lIbe Elephant ParI< (TEP). Maputaland, South Afnca The first disturbance 
illl e~ttgatoo II as that of fire and its role 1Il dcterrnirung the spatial patterning of sand 
forest at lhe landscape level Secondly h\Hllan dlsttlrbance lias illle:<l!igated in the 
form of utilisation of forest prl,ducts and the effects of this on the d}namics of sand 
forest as a whole as well as on individual, pecies 
Sand forest ill this area was restricted to deep ""rute sands and occurred as 
patchy .tnps ,,,th a north-south oneniallOn IIlthm a moslllc of grassland and ,wode<l 
grassland_ An abrupt forest-grass lund boundary was e\idcnt in these patches, Two 
alternatives were investigated as causal factors of the observed patternrng: firstly, that 
sand forest boundaries could be set by underlying soil conditioJl.<l and (hus moSaiC 
components were static; secondly that patche; could be remnants of larger tracts of 
forest, llluch were fragmented or mairrtained by past disturbances such as Ilres In tlle 
absence of tllese dlsturbunces, patches should be able to expand, It was found iliat 
mosruc components did not dift'er significantly between a1tmlde (used as a surrogate 
for 'I,il mm,ture) whim could imply iliat distribution patlems are no! ",lei) gl)\emed 
by 51,il determinant', Prevailmg lIind direcllon and int"""ty o'er the dry (fire) 
'e;'lSon lIere found to be ,trongly south.,..ly and I1\,rtherly and thi, " comidered to be 
the directilm for frab'lOOIltahon and maintenllllC~ of north-south on""ta1ed strip, 
E\'idence of bush chllnping in th e grassland occurred around D;'lliu.m 
.,~'hlecleri nud ... "Ibi, process appears to be ,low as. although e,jdence ofthicl<ming 
1Il lire-protocted areas occurred in aenal photographs 0, er time, it is gradual. The 
rerooyal of /lre in the grassl<nl should lead to dle development of sand forest clumps_ 
TIle dynamics of sand forest In terms of composition and size-class 
distributions was compared between a margmally disturbed site used by people soulh 
of tlle reserve and an unharvested site withm the reserve from which elephants had 
been excluded, Overall d)TImnics were found tI, be similar between the sites although 












than in protected sites. Canopy dominants were found 10 hayC 10\\ leyels of seedling 
recruitment and an ;m,:u}sis of lhe 'grain' or sand forest sho\\cd it to haYe a course 
grain relative to other iorest types m KwaZulu-NalaL Tkse findings lmply that 
reiatlyeiy largc gaps may be needed within sand iorest in order 10 allow for 
regeneration of canopy species 
four typco of human use of sand forest products were inYestigated m !he 
context of their sustainability medicinal, craft and fuelwood sales and hut buildmg. 
A number of plant products \\ere harvested for the medicmal trade Of toc species 
mwstigaled. lhe bark of Cassipourea mossambkensjs appeared to be haryesled 
utlSustainably and this species has been seriously impacted outside the reserve. 
Craf'ter:s targeted C/ei.rtanlhu" .I'chlec teri for the manufacture of bowls for sale along 
the roadside A modd of a population of these trees adjacent to the mrun crail slalls 
reyealed that reprooucti>ely viable adult lrees would be deplel.oo within 25 years. 
This indicated that craft manufacture was unsustainablc. Newtonia hildebrandlii "as 
the most commonly sold f~lwood along lhe roadsidc. Sellers mamly used deadwood 
and lllnlover rales of bundles sold was e>.1remeiy slow, Thus at the lime of the study 
(1997) fueiwood salc appeared 10 be ~ustainable. The mam framework of huts built 
was composed oftllin undcrstorey and subcanopy sand forest woody speCles. Strong 
cyidcn'X' of resprouting occurrcd m these species and species composition of huts was 
similar 10 :;Il earlier study undertaken ill 1982 TIns suggested that lmpllL1 on forcsl 
d}narrllcs was not substanllal for this type of usc. 
In conclusion, management and utilisation of sand forest needs to be widun 
the d}namics and regcneration capacilY of this forcst and its C(lnstituent SpeCIes. For 
example I predict that an abscnce of lire \\iIl lead to thickrning of \\ood} ycgetation 
and a decline of grasslands Canol'} species may reqUIre largc gaps for regeneration 
to lake place. L'se of plant products for commercIal purposes (e,g, c. mossambiwnsi3 
for bark and C. ,chlecleri tor crafts) is unsustainable giwn the slo\\ growth rates of 
!he forest A1!hough sale of firewood appeared to be sustainablc at the hmc of lhe 
study, with Increasing demand from tourists, liyC trees may increasingly be used and 
this industy), could soon be problemalic. Utilisation of trees for domesllc purposes 
appeared to be sustrunable as sand forest species "ere resilient resprouters. Ho"ever, 
commercial use of this forest lype was felt 10 be Ull';uslrunable. Species found 10 be 
















The precarioll' ,tate of tropical deciduous forests is a cause of growing global 
concern and has possibly been underplay~d due to focus on the calamity that is 
occumng in tropical rum forest. (Lerdau el al. l'),)I) DI)' dcciduous forests once 
made up all c,(imated 400/. ofthc forest area in thc tropics (Murphy & Lugo 1986) 
and occurred over large areas of Central and South Amenca. Africa. India, southeast 
Asia and Auslf"J.lia (Gerllardt & Hytlehorn 19'12). Ho"e,''''' they have been exposed 
to se'cre. large-scale changes, through cuttlng of valuable trees for thc international 
market, clearmg for agriculture and pastures, aIld accidental and intentional tires 
(S\\aine 1992) Moreover, tropical dI)' forest areas cmtinuc to support a larger 
human population than do the hrnnid forests. These people "ho are reliant on the 
forest"~ resource, are increasrngly losmg access to trll<litlonal foods and medIcines 
(l.crdau er al. 1 ')~ I ). (n Central America for irutance, Ie .. than 2 % of the tropical 
dry forests have rcmamoo in an intact state, and less thall 0 I % hav·e any kind of 
cOTl..e .. ation status (JanL.ell 1988). U a global strategy [or the cons~ .. ation o[ dt) 
deciduous forests is not implemented "jth jnunediate elTect, it is fell that "thIS biome 
will ,oon be lost"' (Lerdau el al. 1991) 
Sand forest ill South Mrica is a tropical deciduous foresl l}pe. Despite the 
fact that 39 'Y. of its total area is lIlld~r some form of protection (Geldenhuys & 
MacDevette 1989), there is a need for it to be afforded urgent conservatIOn prjonl)' 
This is due to a number of factors. Firstly, it is also subject (0 high levels of use by 
rural populations (Geldenhuy, & MacDev'"'te In9; Midgley Cl al. ('1'17; 
Cunmnglmrn 1'195) aId it thus appears to be in a sirrul<!f prooictlITIent to tropIcal dIJ 
forests world-wide. Cleanng of trccs for agncullurc. commercial explOItation of 
forest products for mooicine:s, crall,_ fuelwood and construction is rapidly Increasing 
""th the demands of an escalating human population in South Africa (Cunningham 
1 985: I ~~7: 2001; Pla(c, I and 2) 
Secondly, sand forest experiences a ,~\"erely limited distnbution ",ithin South 












Chapter I -Introduction 
Natal (\11dgle" el at. I \I~7) and co~ers an estimated total area of onl" 5 986 loa . . 
(Geld~nhuys & MacDC'dte 19H9). It occurs as a thiJL north-soulh-orientaled patchy 
bell "luch rUllS from lhe western shores of Lake St Lucia in the south to Ihe 
MozambIque border in the north (Kirl .. llood & Mldgley 1 \1\19). Ils prCS(llce In South 
Africa represents the most southerly extension of Ils r1lIlge, as il ocCurs 10 th<: north in 
adjaC(llI counlries such as MOLaIIlbique (Midgley el at. 1 \I~7) 
A third factor that calls for considerahon i ! its uniqueness Illthin the context 
of other South Airican forests, both in terms of its spe~ws composition and lIS plant 
vilal allribules. Compared to olher Somh African foreslS. ,,·hlch ha,e poor regIOnal 
and local endemism (Wlllte 19IG), sand forest supports reial"dy high number' of 
endemic and uncommon spocies (Mmthews el al. 1 \I~~) Also it possesses a 
conspicuous componenl of deciduous and semi-decIduous specie. , as well as those 
with compound lca~es and wind-dISpersed propagule. (Midgley el al. 1 ~97; Plate 3). 
lbis pmtcm differs from that of other Soulh African forest, "luch ha,e 
predominantly simple-leafed, C'-ergreoo species "luch mainly possess fleshy-fruils 
(Mldgl~y el al. 1995:1). 
The fourth factor of cOOOOrn in sand forest conser-ation is the marked absence 
of published literature on lIs floristics and d~nanucs Thus in order 10 de,d op a 
frame"orl for sand forest research it may be useful to Ill\-estigate it witliin the context 
of other fore.t types in South Alhca. WIllte (1983) argued that southern African 
forests are associatcd with two ph}1ochoria an Afrornontanc archi pelago-like 
regional centre of endemIsm (1llrich extends to the north-eastern African uplands) and 
the Tonga-Pondoland regional mosaic (which is largely restricted to Ihe eastern 
coastal bdt of South Africa) On a regional , cale, forests in K,,'llZulu-Natal have 
been separated into two basic groups (MocDevette e/ al. 1 \1&9)- tl!.;: interior 
(Afromontane) and the coaslal (Indian 0"""" Of'Tongaland-Pondoland). Sand forest 
has been assigncd to tl!.;: coastal grouping which also comprises four other forest 
types, namely riverine. swamp. dune and coastal plane (or lowland) forests 1be 
coastal group is assocJatoo l\llh subtropical climates while the Afromontane H>es are 
dlstnbuted III cooler tcmperate chmates. 
The management of this unique and threatened foresl l~pe, is largely 
okpendenl on lh~ dIocli...,lles, of its managemenl ,,·ilhm lhe reserye nelwork of 
K,,· aZulu-~atal. About 3&.H% of the cstlmated 5 9H6 ha covered by sand forcst falls 












Chapter j - inlrodudion 
However, researdJ indicates that the current "non-mt<:rference- management 
regime applied to fon::sts within resencs in Soulh Africa !llll\' be mhibitmg 
regeneration of forest species (MacDevette el a[ 1994: MKigley el til. J995c). By 
'non-interference' I mean that managers have acUYcly protected forests w!tIun 
reserves against large-sc.1Ie disturbances such as fires, as Ihey fear that Ihese cause 
harm to the fWlCtion of forest pro=es or may alter the 'natural- species 
composition 
A range of researclt findings mainly on Ihe forest and woodland communities 
lI'ithin KwaZulu-Nat.1I, ha\'e pointed to the possibility that both their current 
dlstribullon \\ithin !he landscape and their inherent species composition may be 
detennined by the disturbance caused b\' past human activities (Fedey 1980; Hall 
1984; Gcldcnhuys & MacD,,,vette 1989; b-erard a al. J <)<)4: Midgley et al. 1995c; 
Van Wyk el ai, 1996; Von Maltitz e/ ai, 19%: Hoffman 1997; West e/ ai, 2000; 2001, 
Bond & MIdgley 2001), 
TIus theory is :supported from two mllior fronts, Fir:stly, a ho:st of 
archaoolog:tcal e\1dence exi,ts of the long Justo/) of human mhabitalion of the 
Maputaland coastal plam of both Stone and [ron Age (Bruton e/ al. 1980; Hall & 
Vogel 1978; Feel\' 1980; Hall 19~O: 19~4)_ tt is argued that the inherent land use 
practices of these Stone and Iron Age commumties had considerable effect on the 
composition of forcst, woodland and grassland. Secondly increasing evidence exists 
that the rcrno\a1 of disturbances from forests (e,g. large herblYores, fire and human 
utiilsation) has re:sulted in a change in their :structural composition and dynamic:s (e,g, 
VanWykelai. 1996; VonMaititzeral. l996l-
In terms of evidence of the fonner, Stone Age hunter-gatherer, are mo\\TI to 
ha,e burned vegetation to manipulate game movements and to stimulate nell' growth 
of geoph;.tc:s and other plant:s as their pnmary food source (t lall 19~4, Deacon 1992) 
Scholes & Walker (1993) argu~ that these acti,-ities would have incr~ased Ihe natural 
lIre frequencies from anything from 100 O()() to 10 ()()() years AP ",hich would have 
had con>;iderable impact on the vegetation_ 
The ensuing Iron Age agriculturalists were thought to haw moyed into the 
soutiJ-easlem parts of the sub-continent by AD 290, where they were successfully 
established by the eighth cenlury (Feeley 19~0), They made use of extensive burning 
to dear grassland and woodland areas suitabk for agriculture and grallng for cattl~ 











Chapler I - mlrOOuclion 
recenl centurie:5 JIld up to the present time (e.g local Tembe-Thonga inhabitants in 
and around satld forest: Cunningham 1988, and rural Zulu farmers in coastal dlll1e 
forcsts: V OIl Maltllz e/ al. 1')')6) TIllS e"idence suggests that the presence of human 
dIsturbance has ~en a long-tern' comp<lllent of the eastern seaboard of KwaZulu-
'''''' 
The socond Imc of cYldenee OcelifS from stLKiies of the forests thern~clves. 
Certain coastal forests that had a stroog associated history of hutrulll disrurbance or 
the presence of mega-herbl,ores such as elephants (e,g. dune forest: Von Maltitz el aT 
]')96: and coaslallowland forest , ,'an Wyi. el at. 1,)96) showed a ~hift In canopy 
dominants resulting. from the removal of these disturbance factors, The dominJllt 
canopy ~pocies of 'undisrurbed' forest had vel)' 10\\, If any. representallon in the sub-
canopy and undcrstorey luyers, which Were domina~d by a cohort of'shadc-toieratlC 
potential canopy species (Vatl Wyl etaL ] 996), The canopy ~pr:>Cle:5 were found to be 
<shade-intolerant', whIch ~ugge:5ts thai then presence resulted from establish!llCOlt In a 
high light CI",ironmcnt provided by large canopy gaps They ~refore predicted that 
in the absence of a major disturbance event. these non-regenerating canopy species 
would be lo~t from the system 
E,;dence from other dl)' tropical fore:5ts (e.g. West African forests; Swaine el 
,,1 19'}2) suggested thai fire had a potent intluence on the determmalJon of forest 
composition They ascribed the dispanl) amongst forests m the composition of 
canopy and ~ub- canopy trees, to the differences in the severity and fr"'luency of fires 
to which they were exposed, 
Recent research on the regeneration of "oody specIes shows a gro\\ing 
appreciation for the strategy employed by certain plants or e',en forest types to persist 
within the land~cape following disturbance (Bond & MIdgley 20(H). Sprouting 
abihty can ha, e major impacts on plant populatiOlls_ providing a reduction III tumo,'er 
rates and mutinusmg the effects of disturbatlce atld damage (plate 4) Dependence on 
seeds for populalJon maintenance nught be negligIble for resproulers (Bond & 
MJdgley 200 I), In a range of southern AtnCJfl forests, Kruger er al. (19')7) found that 
forests whICh arc short in stature, ¥ e dominated by trees that regenerate by 
resprouting, while (Tees of tall forests regenerate pnmarily through seedling 
production They argue that resproutcrs arc dIsadvantaged within tall forests, "here 
the abihty to grow tall is critical for potential canopy species, Resprouters dIvert 











Chapter I - Introductim 
10 vertical gro\\th. In contrast, trees thai produce many seedlings within a fore:.t 
environment can divert resources 10 lIUP>.lmise rates of vertical gro,,1h 10 a .ingle 
stern. Kruger et al. (J ')97) went as far as to .ay thai foresls dominated by resprouters 
should r="e relall\'ely less coruservation priority !han Iall reseeder-dommatcd 
forests. where changes ill herbivolY patterns. disturbance and prcdation would 
influence compositIOn more strongly 
lJI this thesis I was interested in investigating sand forest d:>tlantlcs in the 
context of human disturbance and in an area ,,'here human interference had been 
rerno';ed I was hopmg that the findmgs would provide useful guidelines for sand 
forest managcment and for further research. I also wanted to gain an understanding of 
thc subsistence and commcrcial use of sand forcst by local people m a rural context, 
as I "as concerned that mcreasrng commerciaIJsation offorest products coupled wllh 
growmg human demand. may be threatening the existence of remaining sand forest 
palche:. outside protected areas, Also , J felt it was important to attempt to document a 
component of loc", people's biological and cultural knowledge of sand forest., as /his 
knowledge is rapidly disappearing as they rely increasingly on modern alternativcs. 
The.is structure 
Of central ullerest to this study is whether past disturbances have shapcd thc 
sand forests present in Maputaland today, and if so, what !he management 
Implication. are Can les.ons be learned from the dvnanUcs of forests where local 
peoplc continue 10 affect the disturbance condllions? Can sand forest be grouped with 
other forests In KwaZuluiNatal accordmg to theu functIonal types and does this have 
Implications for m_gement? Which .pecies are of value to local people living in 
and around sand forest? At what point is dlSlurbance too much? 
In Chapter 2, the factors detennming the occurrence of sand forest as part of a 
mosaic WIthin the landscape arc explored. The queshon asked i. \,hether the 
observed patchiness of sand forest w,tlun the mosaic", a result of fragmenlation by 
large-sale disturbances such as fire? If so. is there evidence of recowry and 
succession of woody specIes returning to forest? Or coU\;ersely, is the di.o;tnbution of 
sand forest fragments determined by a corresponding set of enmonmentai conditiorus, 
such as soil type, ",-hiGh predetermine the .ia and shape of patches and ratios of 











Chapter I - Introductwn 
In Chapler 3, an aUempt is made to c[)mpare sand foresl dJnarnics in terms of 
species oomposl1iml, size-class dlstributi[)n and gram ktween forcst utilised by 
humans to that within a protected area An attempt is made to coIlCeptuahs~ th~s~ 
findmgl; withm the conte"t of other South African for~st types , 
In Chapter 4, a closer I[)[)k i, taken at several types [)fhuman usc taking place 
in sand fore~t ou~ide the protected ar~a The aims of this chapter are to describe and 
quantifY four types of use, nanle ly the haryesting of plant parts of species used on the 
medicinal trade, the manufacture and sale of crafts, the oollcction and sale of 
fuclwood, and the us~ of forest laths and poles [Dr the construction [)[ huts The 
response of indiyidual species to thi, damage was explored in order t[) pro,ide a 
framework for the sustainabl ~ us~ of sand fores t. 
In the '~nthe,is o[ Chapter 5, reconnnendations are discussed tor the 
management and research of sand forest occurring both W!thin and outside protec1.ed 
~= 
Study sites 
TIll: stud} was undertaken in and adjacent 10 Tembe Elephant Park (hereafter 
r~f=ed to as TEP), which is located in the southem reaches of the Mozamblque 
coastal plain, Maputaland, South Africa (27°02'S, 32°25'E). It represents the northern 
bOlmdary of sand for~st distnbution in the pro\'IIICe. The purl itset[ m\-ers an area of 
3rl 013 ha, and has an average altitude o[ 80 m ab[)\'e sea le,el with Its lughest 
elevation at 12') m asl. TIll: fieldwork component of the study was CDnducted 
betweenfebnlilI) 1997 and March 1998 
Three sites ",er~ cho,en. eadl with different mlensities of human and arumal 
disturbance (Figure I), All sites supported a mosaic of sand [oresl, wooded grassland 
and open grassland palches. An enclosed 200 ha section of the park (Site 1_ Figures I 
and 2, Plate ~), situated on Its southern boundaJ)' was cho~ as a site of low 
disturbance Iluman use of th~ forest had been absent at least since the declaration of 
TEP m 1 ')83, although ~viden ce fmm ""nal photography (Plates 5 and ~) indIcates 
thai no se1tlement occurred III this secllon of forest smce at least 1942 The secl!on 
was surrounded b} an eJectnc feoce in the early 1990's for the exclUSIOn of elephants 
""d wa-; felt to be represenlatiw of sand forest elS\!1-I'here In the parle (W, Matthews, 











Chapter 1 - IntroductIOn 
=-~=c-== ___ - .-
gr~ duihr, bush pig, impala :md nyala As carnivore predators [)CCUr at low 
derulUes wilhin!he park. a 'p",dator-simulation' culling prograrrune is =ploy<ld for 
the limited offtake of impala atxl nyala, al!h[)ugh smaller ungulates such as suru and 
duiker spocies are nol reffil)yed W Myburgh pcrs. comm,) 
Sile 1 serwd as a C<.lrurol [or c[)mp""son \vith an unprotected patch o[ s:md 
f[)""l ",i!hin a communal .ecllon of land south of the park (Site 2, Figllfe I). Thi • 
• echon lay adjaceru 10 Slle I :md Wa.'l o[ approximately eqUIvalent area to SIte L 
These two SItes were separatoo by a tar rond and wem deemed to be comparable in 
terms ofvegctation, soil type, elevation and climate, Main uses of !he forest by kleal 
inhabitants al Site 2 included selocli..e pole remo\a1 [or building purp .. "es and 
fllmiture construction_ dead wO(ld rem(lyal for fuel f(lr both domestic use and for local 
sales, Additi(lnally the foresl spocies were usoo fur medicinal purp(lses both by local 
izan/ioma (di,'mers) and izinyanga (herbalists) as well as by commercIal gatherers. 
Grassland and wooded grassland areas between sand forest patches were burned 
annually for subsistence agflculture. Cattlc were lIOt grazed Ivilhin Site 2 p(lssibly 
du~ to the long di.ulllces 10 !he nearest water SOurCe, O,'erall dislurba= 10 sand 
forest was fi,lt to be low 10 mod~rate as few p",-,ple actually lil~d in fure.t patch~s but 
inhabited surro\lllding grassland and WI)(}(kd grassland areas, As 1IO surveys (If 
ungulate densities had been carri<ld out at Site 2 prior to those conducted in this srudy, 
populati(ln status (If these animals was unkno"'ll 
SIte J was located approxImately 12 lm due west (If Site 2. also WIthin 
communal land and compnsed an area of about 100 ha (Figure I). Ths site was 
clv.>sm because forest use by local mhabitants was relatively more inlensi,e lhan al 
SIte 2 In addItion to the rn;~ types de.crib~d for Site 2, t"'~s were f~lIed for the 
manufacture of crafts, which were sold ;/1 silu at inf(lmml roadside craft markets. 
Also, slash :md bum agricultural aClivilies w~re conduckd within th~ sand forest Itself 
atxl whoj~ trees were chopped do"n and burned 10 male way [or the cullivalion for 
crops such as ma17.e. S~cliorn; of foresl had also bem c1~=d for lhe C[)l15!ruCUon of 
homesteads. The soil type, elevation and climate were assumed to be comparable to 
tho.e fOlUld al Sites I and 2 Howev~r, a larger proportion of sand [oresl Wa.'l 
dominated by mature stands of N~'IO/11a hildehrandrii aOO Cleislamhus schle~leri 
than al Sites I and 2 
Craft stalls and fudwood sale poinls investigated U\ !his sludy occurr~d On th~ 












Chapt~r 1 - Introduction 
corner of Site I) in tiJc east and PIl(mdweru store in tiJc west (figure L the store lies 
just east ofwherc tiJc road crOSl;es tiJc Pongola riwr) 
• \'Iimat" 
11m region ""p"riences a dry slIb-tropical ehmat" with wel humid summefl; 
and a dT)' wmter sea,oo. Mean monlhly ramfall for the park is 235 mm for the dry 
season (Apnl to Scpt~mbcr) and 53 I mm for the ,wt season (October-March) with an 
annual mean total of 766 mm. Rclatiw humldTty between Noyember and FebruaJ) 
exceoos 70% Annual mean maxImum temperature ranges from 25.3 -I- 31 l' C Md 
th" annual mean lIunimum range IS II 5 ~ 21.7' C 
Data On pre,'ailing WindS Ii"om Ndumo Game Re,~H'~, which h~s to the W<lSt 
ofT~mbc (Figure I), slxm !hat winds are predominantly north-~ast in the dry season 
and SQuth-west dunng th~ w~t season Within Tembc. maximum w·ind velocities of 
51 5 km/ll{)lIr forN, NE, S and SW hav~ bc~n recorded. 
• Soils 
Soils WltJun TEP are mainly porollS, sandy and lrm nutrienl TertIary.' and 
Quatemal) depo,its (Hobday 19M, ,On M. Harmse 197)1; Maud 1980). Marine 
transgressions and regre.;SlOns sinm the late Cmtuc<lOUS haw formed these deposits 
into dune ndges ori~ntated along a north-south a'\is. WlIld activIty dunng th" 
PI",stocern: reworkNi existlllg matenal and deposiled fur!her sand until th~ dunes 
were stabilis~d with ax, ons~t ofvegctation (Hobday 1 %5). 
Most of too coastal plane in Maputaland is cowred in leached sandy SOlIs With 
low agncultural polential (Maud 1980), Most soils arc dystrophIc, i.e. show SIgns of 
high levels ofleadting and ar~ relallvdy acidic [pH (waler) ± 61- The mrun soil t}pcs 
are dystric mgosols. w/uch are moderal~, to well-drained aCIdIC soils found in 
cle,al~d places soch as dune crests and >lopes. HlIlllic gleysols, which arc wet, acidi c 
,ands with an abnormal accumulation of orgaruc malter. OCcur to a lesscr ""1,,,,1 in 












Chapter I -Introduction 
• Vegetation 
TEP and areas to its immediate weSI and soulh <lIe situated in the transitional 
£one between 1.he TroplCal and Sub-Tropical Regions (Moll 1 '177), which consists of 
lloodplams, a mosaic of sand and rilerilX' forests, swamp, o~ and closed woodland, 
palmwld and pure stands of grasslaJd, Acocls (l975) classifies this area as lying 
Wlthill the Tropical Bush and Lowveld SaYalllla (Veld Type 10) and part of the 
Coastal Tropical Forest (Veld Type I) MacDe>'elle el al. (198'1) howe\er, 
roclassitied sand forest as a tropical dry forest, lbe sand forest within and around 
TEP falls "ilhin the Eastern salld torest type, which OCcuts 011 deep ""rule sands 
(KJr).."ood & Mldgky 1999). The latter study fOWld Eastern sand torest to be sub-
d"'ided mto groups, characterised by the presence or absence of the Lebombo ,,·ati.le, 
Newlonia hildebrandlii CkistamhlJs schlecleri was also found to be a common 
canopy dommant Charactenslic sub-canopy trees are' Cola greenwaYI, Drypele,-
arl.nlla and Trimlysia lanceolara, Preferential tree species include Balaniles 
maughom", Cola gremwayi, Dialium xhkcleri, Dovyalis Zl?yheri. Drypeles argula, 
Erythrophleum lasianthum, Gr"",ia microthyr.",. Hapl(xy:;o;jum gallense, 
Hyperacanthus amo"nus, L"plactino dclagoen.,i.I', Manilkara di.,color, Ochna 
orborm, 0 natalilla, O:;yamhu.r Imijohu', Fsydrax locuPlJles, F .fi"agranti.,.rlma, 
/'lacroJ."cl-'lon obliquum. Sirychnos henningrii, SlJregada zanzlbariensis. Toddaliopsis 
bremekampii and Vilexjerruginca subsp amboniensis (Kirkwood & Midgley 19'19). 
Common tree specIes of wooded grassland corridors i;>el"een ,and forest 
patches include: Acacia Imrkef, Aj;;,,/io quanzemi.<, Albizia adionrhifi,lio, Combre/um 
molle, Diaiium .rchlecteri, Garcima !;vingswnel, Hymenocardla ulmOides, Fle/eopsi.r 
myl7i,fi'lia, Spirostachy.I' a/deana, Slry"hno.I' .lpmo.>O, S mmlaga"wrien.l'i,- and 
Terminalia ,-e!lCCo 
• Management ofTEP 
TEP "as admmistered by the government, under the K"aZulu Departmenl of 
Nature Comen-alion (formerly the K"aZulu Bureau of Natural Resources) ,."Iil the 
end of 1 997 At this stoge it was amalgomated with the Nalal ParL;s Board to form a 












Chapter I - Introduction 
renamoo KZN Wildhfe m 2ot)]_ I have referred to the organisation as the )<CS 
throughout (hi, thesIS, 
• PeTS, comm, 
Information obtained ITom a perwnal 50urce deemed to have the relevant 
expertISe m that partiClllar field, has been ac~110wledged as a 'pers, comm - The 
details of each person ockno,\lcdgcd arc documented separately at the end of the 
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Plate 1 Clearing of sand lures! j,x subsistence agriculture, mowing a Newtonia hildebrandlii 
tree in the process of being bur:ted. 
Plate 2 Local resident. Ehckazitha Gwala ho lding \:.p the yclJowtaproot of an isiblumgalala 











rlate 3 Hymenoc(1rdi(1 "/m,,id<,s. a c{.mmon sand fores! :Tee, shown here with a profusion of its 
wirxl-dispersed propaguks. 
Plate" An ~xampk of strong TO:f,iliCf'£c by t:rylhrvphl~um {asien/hum to severe ringoorking of 
<Ill thr~e main stems. The Jeavc~ in tlC Jo,ver qllarter o:'the photogra?h ar~ multipk sprouts 
bo:ing produccd Irom a small unIan.'(-sted section at the base ofthe st:m. a, is the thin centr<ll 











Plate 5 A 1 :]0 000 orthophotograph (2732 AB 4 of 1971) of too area to become Tembe Elephant Park 
in 1983 (north ofthc road running cast-west to the south of the photograph) showing the north-south 
orienta1ed sand forest patches (f), 1MXlded grassland (w) and grassland (g). lsobeight values (I) are 
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F'ilture 1 Map ofTem'N: EJ..:phant Park (TF.P) within the ~ont~xt or Maputalaoo and South 
Afm:>!. Study sites 1-3 arc indicated. Wood S\:lI~rs and naller~ sold thdr wares on tho: 
>IIo::C1IOn of road h"tv.·~cn lfJ,;, Sl)uth-£astcrn conrr Of"Si lt: 1 (opposite TEl' entrance gate) to just 















Figure 2 Site 1 shown within the context ofTEP. The dark patches denote sand forest 
which predominates in the western and central parts of the reserve. Place names refer to 











Chapter 2 - Succession 
Chapter 2 
Sand forest patchiness in Tembe Elephant Park; 
environmental determinism or landscape disturbance? 
Abstract 
The patchine.,s of sand forest within a mosaic of grassland aod wooded 
gra,-,Iand in Tembe Elephant ParI< may have been determined by environmental 
constraints sud, as soi l t)'re. Alternatively ratche, could be remnants of larger tracts 
of fore'il, which were fragmented or maintained by pa,t disturbances such a' fires. 
Both hypotheses were inve<tigated. 
In order to test the environmental detenninism hypOlhesis, the altitude at 
which the various vegetation types occurred (i, e, sand IOrest wooded grassland and 
gmssland) was used a, an indicator of soil moisture. The assumption was that dune 
crbt, had deeper and thus effectively drier solls than did lower-lying areas, which 
was more conduc·ive to the establishment of patches of ""nd forest than were moiSler 
low-lying areas. lsoheight values on orthophotographs of the study area were 
compared to the presence of the three vegetation types. No significant ditlerences 
occurred between vegetation type and the altitude at which they occur. This sugge<ls 
that the observed distribution of sand Jorest wilhin lhe landscape ;s not merely a 
function of soil depth and thus of soil type or moisture. 
In order to test the distuwance hypothesis, the shape and orientation of patches 
wne analysed and it was round that 110 of 11 I patches sampled were orientated with 
their longest axis lying on a NNE to NNW plane. Additionally, forest patches ru.d an 
average ratio of2.6 between the longest and shortest axis. This ind icates that patches 
were shaped as narrow strip" with a length 2.6 fold greater on average than the width. 
The or ie~tation of patches was similar to the prevailing somherly wind 
direction, measured as a product of wind intensity, duration and frequency over the 
dry season (May - September). Wiod infonnation m'er tbese months was used as an 
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Plate {, A section (.f grassland ~it.ated hctwtlen sand fc,rest patchL'S, w .th Nina Veenstra, 
,\c.am West and Anhea Ki5ch. 
Plate 7 Rruce Andtlrson standing at the abrupt grassland- foreS; bcundm:y ofa nxently burned 











Plate 8a A 1:45 000 aerial pOOtograpt (J:.e H '>; Strip 61786 ofl942) of the area lo be<;Dme Tembe 
Elephant Park in 1983 (north ofthc saLd IC ad ll.Ullilll ea"1-we~t to the south of the pOOle.graph). 
Dark sectiollS show sand forest patehe~ (So!-: Pla~: 5). Nole the areas of sparse grass cov~, 
particularly in the north-western sectio:l of tlli: ['lO:ograph. ('-eIT.pare vegetation in bloeks la and b 
to that in blocks l a and b in the 1996 P/"01{·gt"llrO! P!J.tc 8c). TK small white palches which occur in 
and aroWld the >;eclion ofsand forest irdica1d ..... 1111.. block Ie are likely to he areas inhabited and 
cleared bv local Temhe-Tonga people. 0 1 "r~ [he sand fore~l patch in [his block to tlut in block 











J'lIl t IJb !\ 1 :JO 000 aerial photogrdpb (Jab 661; Suip 6/6010 of 1970) of lb ... un'-" to become 
To:mbo: El.:pham Park (north of lhe sand root! ronning tast- .... I:SI). Cu~rc vegetation within the 
block. 3JU1013t.:d Ie in this pOOIq; r..lph ",ith Ie in P lal~ Sa and Se. Compar( \·~ctation in block 











!'lal" 8c A 1 :30 (00 arriJ. ! pJlOWgraph (.lob %5.1>,. Sirip 6/0165 of 1996) (·fTFP (silWl.a:d north 
ofthc: tar road ane to tho: :.15\ oflhe !>and road 7u)lning north-south). Cmnpare vegelatic c in 
bl<M:ls la-c with f .Wl. ;n I .~ c'lUtvalcnf bhd<~ in Pla1c aa and in Ie "itll Plate ~h. COI:tru.: 











Plate 9 Tho: remaill~orar<ccntlyburnd sandforestpatch.Not .. lilt:ilu:;horno:w gl'dSSCS th"ll 
have established beno:ath IlM ",,;dy ,",'ill. 
• , , 
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twC)-W,ilV table ShOIWUll! p:rese:nce 
gra~;slcllld and bush Co:mmlunity gl~oupingS are indllcatl:d 
table. 












































































































































































35 49 52 ptemyr 75 vitamb 3 
12 casmos 26 drynat 6 balmau 7 bosfoe 14 clesch 
27 30 eupgra 34 38 lanant 40 mandis 
42 newhil 76 wrinat 15 16 commku 24 dioinh 
41 memsou 51 59 strhen 25 36 
39 65 tarsup 68 todbre 20 croste 32 grecaf 
43 ocharb 62 surzan 8 brahui 69 33 
44 ochbar 64 tarlit 46 48 71 trilan 
10 canset 18 comneg 50 70 5 albfor 
45 ochnat 22 diasch 66 tecger 74 2 acrnat 
9 bricat 13 claani 19 comzey 21 deiobl 23 diccin 
29 eucnat 37 54 rhugue 55 58 strdec 
72 undshr 77 zancap 78 zizmuc 4 albadi 11 
28 eucdiv 31 60 strmad 63 73 vaninf 
17 commol 47 53 56 sclcaf 57 
61 67 terser 1 acabur 
Ib from 
20 El 31 E2 38 E3 23 E12 28 E17 
37 E25 39 E4 24 E13 30 E19 33 E2l 
21 EI0 22 Ell 25 E14 26 E15 27 E16 
29 E18 32 E20 34 E22 35 E23 36 E24 
42 E7 43 E8 44 E9 40 E5 41 E6 
45 EJl 56 EJ2 59 EJ22 63 EJ3 46 EJI0 
47 EJ11 49 EJ13 55 EJ19 58 EJ21 65 EJ5 
66 EJ6 51 EJ15 52 EJ16 53 EJ17 64 EJ4 
68 EJ8 69 EJ9 50 EJ14 57 EJ20 60 EJ23 
61 EJ24 62 EJ25 83 GJ8 48 EJ12 54 EJ18 
67 EJ7 6 B5 17 BJ7 72 G6 73 G7 
74 G9 11 BJI0 16 BJ6 75 GJl 76 GJID 
77 GJ2 80 GJ5 82 GJ7 84 GJ9 14 BJ4 
15 BJ5 18 BJ8 78 GJ3 10 BJl 12 BJ2 
13 BJ3 5 B4 7 B6 8 B7 9 B9 
1 Bl 3 B2 4 B3 70 Gl 71 GlO 











used in the TWINSP AN classification and their codes. 






























Chapter J - O}namics 
CIIAPTERJ 
.Floristics and dynamics of sand forest in and around Temhe 
Elcphant Park. 
Abstract 
The floristics and demogril{lmcs o[ ,and [mest IVa:< ""s.,,,ed and compared 
between Tembe Elephant Park (Site 1) and tW(} disturbed communal are,," 
neIghbouring the reserve (Sites 2 and 3) 'Ille a:<,essment and compari,(}n bdween 
sites was based on: 1) noristics (species composition and richne"'), 2) d,naoTIlcs 
(grain and demographics), and 3) lhe densiues of lIIlgulate bmwsers. 
1) N()ri.>li<~' Based 011 a 'f1.VIKSPAN classiIication and a DECORANA 
(}rdination of all plots, three main communities were identified, a sub-canopy 
commumt} and two canopy communities, No major differences occurred bet\\ een 
sand forest plots at eitller site and thus it appeared that harresting had not allered 
overall species composition at Site 2. Howe,'.,,- ' pecles riclmess and ,tern densities 
mcreased at Sile 2 could reflect the increased harl'e"ting at tms sileo 2) f)ytlamic.I': The 
relatively long ordination length between centroids o[ sub-canopy and canopy 
sllbplolS indicated tllat sand forest's a 'coarse-grained' forest type. Canopy 8pecies 
displayed SlZe-cla:<j distribution curves similar to those of other course-gramed forests 
in K"aZulu-Natal. in that they had higher proportions oflarge stems per species than 
they did smaller stems, This may suggest that these speeies require higher lightlevel<i 
in the form of large gaps fm seedling' to establish succes,lUlly. 3) BrowJing: 
Signillcantl)' lower densities of small antelope browsers oDCurred ill Site 2 than at Site 
I 
Keywords: browsing pressure, DECORANA, disturbance, forest dynumie" grain, 
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Plate 12 Numerous SI:edlings ofN,,1t,onia .'J.lde'mmdlil which OCCUl':'~d at highly disturbed sites 
were shown to us by two local crafu,lLen Ttl,' cra:lsmen are shown h::re with Jeremy Midgley. 
each holding a seedling. 
Plate 13 Ideal conditions fu~ the eslablisl-mem (.fN. hildehrandlii K'edlings? This recently ckart.'d 
homestead within the sand fr rest was one oft~ .; itcs where numerous N. hi/d"hrundrii s<:edlings 
occurred. Shown here from _eft to r:ght. ire tiJ.: owner ofthe homestead. Nonhlanhla Khumalo 
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Appendix la TWINS PAN two-way table showing species occurrence and abundance per plot 
(number of stems) at Site 1 and Site 2. Community groupings are indicated by the numbers below and 
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Appendix Ib i) Order of species from the 1WINSPAN classification (see Appendix la). 
38 ochnat 2 albadi 9 claani 18 dovlon 21 eryerna 
23 eucdiv 49 tarjun 51 tarsup 14 comneg 36 ocharb 
39 oxylat 50 tarlit 55 trijun 56' trilan 27 gremic 
42 psyloc 7 canset 30 hypmic 53 todbre 54 tricap 
6 brahui 15 croste 26 grecaf 40 physpp 19 dryarg 
32 lepdel 37 ochbar 47 sur zan 60 zancap 34 rnernsou 
52 tecger 12 colgre 13 comrnku 20 drynat 29 hyrnulrn 
17 dioinh 46 strhen 57 veplan 41 psyfra 43 ptaobl 
44 pternyr 8 casrnos 48 tabrnon 24 eucnat 25 eupgra 
33 rnandis 3 albfor 5 bosfoe 28 hapgal 58 vitarnb 
31 lanant 45 strdec 59 wrinat 1 afzqua 4 balrnau 
16 diasch 22 erylas 35 newhil 10 clakir 11 clesch 
Appendix Ib ii) Order of plots from the 1WINSPAN classification (see Appendix la). 
70 EJ1 76 EJ15 81 EJ2 88 EJ3 38 CJ3 
40 CJ5 24 CJ10 27 CJ13 71 EJ10 73 EJ12 
74 EJ13 77 EJ16 78 EJ17 83 EJ21 90 EJ5 
91 EJ6 93 EJ8 94 EJ9 30 CJ16 33 CJ19 
35 CJ20 36 CJ21 72 EJll 79 EJ18 80 EJ19 
89 EJ4 75 EJ14 85 EJ23 86 EJ24 37 CJ22 
84 EJ22 87 EJ25 32 CJ18 92 EJ7 28 CJ14 
39 CJ4 43 CJ8 29 CJ15 31 CJ17 42 CJ7 
44 CJ9 41 CJ6 82 EJ20 23 CJ1 25 CJll 
26 CJ12 34 CJ2 4 C12 60 E23 2 C10 
17 C4 18 C5 19 C6 1 C1 8 C16 
11 C19 15 C22 48 E12 53 E17 66 E6 
14 C21 21 C8 46 E10 62 E25 64 E4 
49 El3 65 E5 3 Cll 7 C15 9 C17 
12 C2 13 C20 22 C9 59 E22 69 E9 
6 C14 16 C3 20 C7 50 E14 51 E15 
52 E16 68 E8 47 Ell 61 E24 67 E7 
5 Cl3 45 E1 56 E2 63 E3 54 E18 











Appendix 2 Sand forest canopy species (c) used in the OCA analysis measuring ordination distance 
between canopy and sub-canopy plots. Data were taken from the 25 plots sampled at Site 1. An 
indication is given as to whether species are deciduous or semi-deciduous (d) or evergreen (e) and 
whether leaves are simple (sim) or compound (com). Also the type ofpropagules of each species are 
indicated as either wind-dispersed (w), fleshy (t), legume (1) or dry (dr). 
Species c d; e com; w; f; I; Species continued c d; e w; f; I; 
dr sim dr 







c d com 
c d com 







Cassipourea c e sim 
mossambicensis 
Clausena anisata e com 
Cladostemon kirkit e 8im 
Cleistanthus schlecteri c d sim 
Cola greenwayi e 8im 
Cambretum mkuzense c d sim 
Cammiphora neglecta c d sim 
Croton steenkampianus e sim 
Dialium schlecteri c d com 
Diospyrus inhacaensis c e 8im 
Dovyalis longispina e sim 













!Hymenocardia ulmoides c 
Hyperacanthus 
microphyllus 












1 Leptactina delagoensis 
dr lManilkara discolor c 




f Ochna natalitia 
f Oxyanthus IOO/olius 
dr Pavetta schumanniana 
f Phyllanthus spp. 
f Psydrax !ragrantissima 
w Psydrax locuples 
f Ptaeroxylon obliq 
drPteliopsis myrtt/olia 
I Strychnos decussata 
f Strychnos henningsil 
f Suregada zanzibariensis 
f Tabemaemontana 
eiegans 
f Tarenna littoralis 
































f Tricalysia junodii e sim f 
f Tricalysia lanceolata e sim f 
f Vepris lanceolata e 8im f 
f Vitex ambcmienm c e sim f 
w Wrightia natalensis c d 8im w 












Chapter 4 - Utilisation 
Chapter 4 
An investigation of human utilisation of sand forest around 
Tembe Elephant Park, northern KwaZulu-Natal 
Abstract 
In northern Maputaland, sand forest products are harvested by local Tembe-
Thong..-. people for a range of domestic u""s and 1lICreasingly, as a source of income. 
The study aimed 10 describe four types of human lltilisation of sand forest and to 
document the response of sr.ld foresl speCleS to this damage. Use lypes were: (I) 
harycsting of plant, for the mediemal trade, (2) harvesting and sale of crafts, (3) sale 
of fudwood, and (4) hane,ling of laths and poles for hut construclion Se,'eral 
tcclJllIques ,,·ere employed to im'estlgale these use types and included markct ,urv."."S, 
Jntc",~ews and ecolOgical suneys. The finding, for each are as follows: 
(1) Medicinal trade Six study SpCCles were chos~n due to thel.[ popularity in 
the medicmal Irade, Dylhrophlel<m [asian/hum (Cacsaipiniaceac), Haianile" 
maughamU (Baianitactl~), C()ss;pourea mossambicensis (Rhizophoraccac), 
Acrid()lXIrpl<.< nala/itius Iinean/iJiius (Malpighlaceae), Schleelerina milOSlemmalOidcr 
(Passinoraceae) and SY')Qpt()/epis kirki; (Jh~TI-.daeareae) SIm~~ of the former three 
,pocies ill sand forest adjacent to Tcrnbe Elephant Park ,how~d h"""y bark uWisatioo. 
Barl<-use of B. mllUghamii appe.'lP.l to be sustamable as low mortality ofha]"l'=d trees 
resulted. Use of C mU.l'.l'Gmbi~'(Jn.l'i,\' for bark IS Ihought to be lIIlSustainabie as high 
mortalJtles occurred and re.prOlIlmg was limited. Although E lasianthum generally 
re:sprouted in respOllSe to bark-rerno,'a1_ mortnlities occurred wluch indicates that 
harvesting at current le\els may not be ,iable No slgnilicarl difference O()Cllrred 
b<OtwOOt! denstties per plot of A. natailliu.< and S kirkii at the tmn,..,.ted sit~ <Dd tre ,ite 
\\,ithin TEP, although doositic:s per plot of S mil(}.>lemmmuide.< w.,.-e SlgnificaJ.tly higher 
in the harvested site. A possIble explanalion could be that a higher ayailabihty of light 
at !he disturbed sile could fa\'our ttx, recruItment ,11= of this species 
(2) Crafts· Bowl. were the main craft sold and provided crafters WIth an 












Chapter 4 - Utilisation 
schlecteri wood. Damage assessment surveys of C. schleeteri trees indicated that they 
commonly resprouted. Results of a matrix model predicting structure of the harvested 
C. schlecteri population sampled, showed it to be dominated by short coppicing trees 
and young saplings after a 25 year period, if harvesting rates were assumed to be 
constant. Thus, the craft industry appears to be unsustainable for C. schlecteri trees. 
(3) Fuelwood sales: Deadwood of N. hildebrandtii was the most commonly 
sold fuelwood type. Sellers only generated an average income of about R25.00 per 
person per month due to slow turnover rates of bundles. Only 4.4 % of N. 
hildebrandtii trees sampled had died as a result of harvesting. Additionally 
availability of deadwood below N. hildebrandtii trees at the harvested site was similar 
to levels within the unharvested forest (rEP). This evidence suggests that the sale of 
fuelwood was sustainable at levels of use present at the time of the study. 
(4) Hut building: Drypetes sp. were the main species used as laths, while 
Hymenocardia ulmoides was favoured for poles. An average of 19.3 laths and poles 
were cut per plot. All species harvested resprouted following the removal of one or 
more stems. Also the significantly higher number of stems per plot at the harvested 
site (Chapter 3) may be a response to harvesting. This indicates that this resource is 
sustainable at the harvesting rates which occurred at the time of the study. 
Sand forest appears to be similar to other 'coarse grained' forests in KwaZulu-
Natal, in that its canopy dominants produce very few seedlings in situ (Chapter 3). 
This may suggest that its primary regenerative strategy is resprouting, as plant 
resources are being channelled into vegetative reproduction rather than into reseeding. 
They may be capable of surviving intense harvesting by coppicing following damage. 
Keywords: crafts, fuelwood, hut construction, laths, Maputaland, medicinal trade, 












Chapter 4 - Utilisation 
Introduction 
In northern Maputaland, local Tembe-Thonga people living in and around 
sand forest, use indigenous species for various purposes such as poles and laths for 
hut and fence construction, traditional medicines and fuelwood (Cunningham 1989). 
A rapid increase in population densities of these inhabitants over recent years 
(Matthews et al. 1999) coupled with the commercialisation of certain sand forest 
species (Cunningham & Davis 1997) has been a cause for concern given the limited 
distribution of this forest type in South Africa (Kirkwood & Midgley 1999). The sale 
of certain sand forest species that are limited in distribution to Maputaland is taking 
place at large scales in the medicinal trade (Cunningham & Davis 1997). Since 1995, 
local craft and fuelwood markets have 'sprung up' along the main tourist route 
connecting northern Maputaland's sand forest zone to main urban centres (e.g. 
Richards Bay, Durban and Johannesburg) and Mozambique (R Kyle pers. comm..). A 
strategic plan by national government (the Lebombo Spatial Development Initiative) 
to develop northern Maputaland for eco-tourism is underway. This is expected to 
significantly increase the number of tourists to the region and to southern 
Mozambique. 
The shift from subsistence use to commercial sale, results in larger volumes of 
plants being harvested, and a higher frequency and intensity of harvesting 
(Cunningham 2001). This can have important implications for resource management 
of sand forest For example, if targeted species become locally threatened, a greater 
responsibility is placed on the success of protected areas to ensure their continued 
survival. Also, local rural communities can be adversely affected by the reduction in 
highly valued plants through over-exploitation by commercial gatherers (Cunningham 
2001). 
For this reason it is crucial to ascertain which species are being targeted and 
why people harvest them. The availability of targeted plants within an area needs to 
be known as well as their inherent ability to recover from various levels of harvesting. 
Additionally, it is important to know what types of utilisation are taking place, how 
much and the responses of plants to use. 
A factor essential to determine human impacts to a forest is the inherent 












Chapter 4 - Utilisation 
harvesting. A crucial factor is whether species are able to survive damage through 
resprouting and 'persist' in the landscape, or whether they are unable to resprout and 
tend to die following damage such as harvesting (Bond & Midgley 2001). Species 
likely to persist after damage are those that divert resources to developing, 
maintaining and protecting a bud-bank (Milton 1988; Bond & Midgey 2001). As 
their main reproductive strategy is to resprout, dependence on seeds for population 
maintenance generally becomes negligible. Thus these 'sprouters' are generally 
relatively slow growing as energy is invested into solid structural development and 
survival (Piftero et a1. 1982; Kruger et aZ. 1997). On the other hand, poor resprouters 
are those which channel energy into seed production and maximising vertical growth 
(Kruger et aZ. 1997). These 'seeders' have a relatively high proportion of seedlings 
and fewer larger trees. 
Kruger et aZ. (1997) suggested that whole forests could be grouped according 
to whether they were likely to be dominated by seeders or sprouters. They found that 
tall forests are mainly dominated by seeders which presumably out-competed 
relatively shorter sprouters in attaining occupancy of small gaps in the forest canopy. 
Similarly, short forests were dominated by sprouters where harsher conditions and 
higher levels of disturbance precluded tall reseeding trees. 
Thus, given the short stature of sand forest and relatively low number of 
seedlings produced by dominant canopy species (see Chapter 3), it is likely that most 
species are geared towards a 'resprouter' strategy. They are expected to persist rather 
than perish when damaged. 
The aims of the study are to provide a description of the human use of key 
sand forest species within the proximity of Tembe Elephant Park and to note their 
responses at an individual and a population level. Additionally, the commercial value 
to rural Tembe-Thonga inhabitants will be investigated. 
Although sand forest resources are used for a wide range of purposes (Cunningham 
1985), 4 of the main use types are addressed in this study; harvesting of plant parts for 
sale on the medicinal trade, manufacture and sale of crafts, gathering and sale of fuel 
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III An overview of the types of use of sand forest within the context of 
southern Africa 
The major driving force behind the commercialisation of sand forest plants 
deemed to possess medicinal properties, is the rapidly increasing multi-million rand 
medicinal trade in Southern Africa. Although trade in medicinal plants has possibly 
been occurring for several centuries there has been an unprecedented increase in 
commercial exploitation since the 1960s (Cunningham 1988b). 
This growth can be been ascribed to 3 main factors. Firstly a rapidly growing, 
rapidly urbanising population of black South Africans to whom traditional medicines 
are important for medicinal and magical purposes (Cunningham & Davis 1997). The 
number of people in South Africa has increased eight times from 5.1 million in 1904 
(Grobelaar 1985) to approximately 44.7 million in 2000 (as projected by Bulatao et 
al. 1990) with rapid urbanisation of the predominantly rural majority, occurring at a 
rapid rate particularly over the past 50 years (Hoffman 1997). The demand for 
traditional medicines is particularly high in urban centres, such as Johannesburg, 
Durban, Welkom and Vryheid as well as in numerous other smaller cities and towns 
(Cunningham 1993). In a survey in Soweto, Holdstock (1978) estimated that 80-85 % 
of inhabitants consult traditional practitioners. This number may be as high as 100 % 
for people in rural areas (Cunningham & Davis 1997). 
The perpetuation of this urgent demand for traditional medicines by South 
Africans in an urban context where western biomedicine is available, seems 
incongruous. The explanation lies in the different approaches of western and 
traditional African medicine to health and disease. Western medicine takes a 
narrower approach, and treats ailments as biochemical imbalances of the body. 
Traditional medicine's view is broader, and disease and misfortune are seen as 
imbalances in the social environment (Ngubane 1977~ Cunningham & Davis 1997). 
The belief is that nothing happens by chance but is subject to influence by other 
people or ancestral spirits (amadlozi; Harnmond-Tooke 1989) and that the root cause 
must be determined and avoided. In overcrowded urban environments, the need for 
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curses (Ngubane 1977), is greater than in rural areas. This may account for the fact 
that of the four major plant preparations sold, three (imbiza, ubulawu and ikhubalo) 
are used to rid the body of 'pollution' and the fourth (intelezi) protects the body or 
household from this pollution after it has been cleansed (Cunningham 1989; 
Cunningham & Davis 1997). Colours of plant parts (e.g. roots, flowers or bark) are 
significant in this context, particularly white (purification) pink or red (consolidation, 
intensification) and black (protection, cooling, strengthening; Hammond-Tooke 1989; 
Cunningham & Davis 1997). Thus plants which display these colours are more likely 
to be targeted than others (e.g. the white lignotuber of Synaptolepis kirkii 
(Thymelaeaceae», which is used primarily as an emetic (Appendix 1). 
A second reason that the need for medicinal plant use is growing with the 
increasing population in South Africa, is due to the relative abundance and 
accessibility of traditional healers compared to western doctors. In rural 'homelands' 
in South Africa, Savage (1985) showed that overall medical doctor to total population 
ratio was 1: 17 400 in 1976, with ratios as low as 1: 119 000 people in QwaQwa and 
1: 30 000 people in Lebowa in 1982. In contrast, traditional practitioner to total 
population ratios are high. In Swaziland, for example, the ratio was estimated at 
1:100 people (Green 1985) and in Venda, between 1: 720 and 1: 1200 people (Arnold 
& Gulumian 1984). The custom of consulting traditional herbalists (izinyanga) and 
diviners (izangoma) is thus being maintained in the cities. 
Thirdly, high rates of unemployment and poor education standards are 
common in many parts of KwaZuluINatal. Local indigenous plant resources with 
economic value are therefore sold by gatherers to obtain an income (Cunningham & 
Davis 1997) and are also cheaper for the consumer than are western medicines. 
These insights are crucial to an understanding of the potent driving forces 
behind the large-scale use and sale of medicinal plants. They provide an 
understanding of the complexities involved in devising appropriate management 
strategies to ensure sustainability. 
Another factor of concern is that the shift from local towards commercial use 
of medicinal plants has caused a change from a sustainable method of harvesting by 
local users to far more destructive practices employed by commercial gatherers. 
Cultural beliefs and norms of traditional healers have been inherently orientated 
towards ensuring the long-term harvesting potential of the plant (Mavi 1994). Certain 
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will render the collected material ineffective. For example, when collecting bark, 
healers do not ring-bark trees but take the bark only from one side. Also, they only 
remove a small proportion of root material, and they do not harvest from a plant 
previously used by another traditional healer (Mavi 1994). Commercial gatherers, 
however, do not adhere to any of these practices and tend to remove most or all of the 
desired plant part. 
Little recent data exist on the sand forest species being used or quantities of 
plant material being harvested or the impacts of these activities on the distribution 
patterns of sand forest species in northern Maputaland. Whether commercial 
harvesting techniques are causing death of individuals or a reduction in densities is 
unknown. 
The craft industry has placed an additional demand on forest products in 
northern Maputaland. Road-side craft stalls have been a recent development in this 
area (Plate 14). The main products sold are wooden bowls which are constructed 
from sand forest hardwood trees (Plate 15). Evidence from South Africa shows that 
craft construction in rural communities is usually labour intensive with low financial 
returns (Cunningham & Davis 1997). However, it provides a source of income to 
hundreds of thousands of rural families (Cunningham & Davis 1997). The quantities 
used and the sustainability of thi  use on sand forest in northern Maputaland has not 
hitherto been assessed or quantified. 
Fuelwood is still used for cooking and warmth by the ~ority of South 
Africa's rural population (Eberhard 1990; Shackleton 1994b) and accounts for over 
half of the domestic energy used in South Africa (Basson 1987). It is estimated that 
many rural households will continue to be partially or wholly dependent on fuelwood 
for a further 20 - 30 years (Kotze 1993). 
Harvesting of fuelwood by rural people is often species specific (Shackleton 
1993a) and deadwood which is more easily accessible, is generally favoured over 
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demand for deadwood in the immediate vicinity of settlements can frequently not be 
met and has resulted in rural communities resorting to the more energy-demanding 
practice of harvesting of live wood (Grundy et al. 1993; Shackleton 1994a; Sundriyal 
et al. 1994). 
Despite the current electrification drive in South Africa (Shackleton 1994b), 
few homesteads within the northern Maputaland region have electricity and are thus 
likely to be using fuelwood as their predominant energy source. In the vicinity of 
TEP, the sale offuelwood by local people was initiated approximately 2 years prior to 
my study (R Kyle pers. comm.; Plate 16). This creates an added demand on sand 
forest deadwood over and above its use as a source of domestic fuel. Preliminary 
investigations have sho'Ml that the local people have a preference for certain species 
of wood (Hanekom & Kyle, unpublished data). However, no data exist on whether 
deadwood has become scarce to the extent that live trees are being chopped down for 
sale by wood sellers. Additionally, the availability of deadwood of targeted species 
has not hitherto been investigated. 
Building styles vary considerably in southern Africa, often reflecting local 
natural resources, which possibly influence design preferences of different cultures 
(Cunningham & Davis 1997). This is evidenced on a local scale in northern 
Maputaland where Tembe-Thonga hut styles range from those constructed 
predominantly of sand forest poles and laths to those made mainly of Phragmites 
reeds (Cunningham and Gwala 1986). 
Along with fuel wood, fencing and building materials account for the highest 
volume of plant material used annually (Liengme 1983). However, the numbers of 
laths and poles used in hut construction will vary according to the building style. 
Phragmites reed huts, for example, offset the use of poles and result in lower wood 
consumption for construction (0.16 to 0.18 t family-lyr-l in northern Maputaland) than 
those huts consisting of laths and poles (0.23 t family-lyr-l in mopane savanna of the 
Northern Province; Cunningham 1989). 
In part, building style determines the destructive potential to the surrounding 
vegetation. A study in northern Namibia, for example showed that a single 
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removal of more than 100m3 of construction wood from the surrounding woodland 
(Erkilla & Siiskonen 1992). Mean timber volume was estimated at 1.22 m3 for 
Tsonga huts in mopane savanna in the Northern Province which was substantially 
lower than that used in Namibian hut construction (Liengme 1983; Cunningham & 
Davis 1997). 
Of the huts in and around sand forest near TEP in northern Maputaland, 56 % 
of walls were predominantly constructed of interwoven hardwood laths (Plate 17), 
while 39 % of walls were constructed from Phragmites reeds (Cunningham 1985). 
Five per cent had walls constructed from stones or pieces of branch. The average 
number oflaths per home was high (1400-2000 laths; Cunningham 1985). Poles were 
used as the support systems for the huts and were 4-9 em in diameter. Laths were 1.5 
- 3 cm in diameter and were woven horizontally and vertically to construct the walls 
of huts. They were also used to make the framework for the root: which was 
subsequently covered in thatch consisting of grass or sedge. Although Cunningham 
(1985) documented the numbers of sand forest laths and poles and species used for 
hut construction, no data exists on the response of sand forest species to this damage. 
In this study, I asked the following: 
1. Which species are being targeted for the medicinal trade, fuelwood sale, crafts and 
hut building and which size classes? 
2. What is the extent of the damage to individual trees as result of the various uses? 
3. Are they able to recover from damage by resprouting? 
4. Is harvesting sustainable? 
5. In the case offuelwood and craft sales, what is the industry worth to a seller? 
The use types investigated are outlined below in more detail and are described 
within a framework of the broader concerns of Southern Africa to provide a context 
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Study site 
The 3 study sites described in Chapter 1 were used in this study i.e. Site 1 
(exclosure within TEP; no human use), Site 2 (equivalent site south of TEP and 
adjacent to Site 1; relatively low human use) and Site 3 (12 km west of the reserve; 
relatively high human use). In addition, the craft stalls and wood sale points which 
occurred along the 13.3 km section of road between the TEP gate (Sibangwane) and a 
point 2 km east of the store at Phondweni on the eastern side of the Pongola bridge, 
were included in the study (see Figure 1 in Chapter 1). 
Methods 
.. Medicinal use of plants 
Six sand forest species were selected for closer study, as they were suspected 
to be the main species utilised for sale in the southern African medicinal trade (A. 
Cunningham, pers. comm.). Additionally, evidence at the study sites outside TEP 
suggested that these species were specifically targeted by commercial gatherers for the 
purpose of sale (B. Gwala pers. comm.). Few recent data were available on densities of 
these particular species outside TEP or the extent of damage to, and response of: utilised 
individuals. 'The species chosen were: Balanites maughamii (Balanitaceae), 
Cassipourea mossambicensis (Rhizophoraceae), Erythrophleum lasianthum 
(Caesalpiniaceae), all woody trees, Acridocarpus natalensis linearifolius 
(Malpighiaceae), a scandent shrub or climber endemic to northern Maputaland, 
Schlecterina mitostemmatoides (Passifloraceae) and Synaptolepis kirkii 
(Thymelaeaceae), both herbaceous plants (Appendix 1; Plates 18 and 19). 
Transects were sampled at Site 2 for E lasianthum, B. maughamii and C. 
mossambicensis. Cleistanthus schlecteri and Newtonia hildebrandtii, common sand 
forest canopy trees (see Chapter 3), which were not allegedly used in the medicinal 
trade (B. Gwala pers. comm.), were included in these transects in order to provide a 
comparison of amounts and types of utilisation of these species to that of the former 
three. In addition, transects were sampled for these 2 species at Site 3. As most sand 
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pers. comm.), the aim of the comparison was to investigate the degree of commercial 
as opposed to local use. In terms of bark utilisation for instance, removal of more 
than 10 % of bark below 2 m in height on the trunk of a tree, may indicate 
commercial gathering for the medicinal trade, as opposed to < 10 % removal which 
could show local use (Cunningham 2001). The plot data from Site 2 (see Methods 
section, Chapter 3) was used to supplement transect data for all 5 species. As D. 
schlecteri was the dominant canopy species in plots at S~te 2 (see Chapter 3) and is 
not allegedly used in the medicinal trade (B. Gwala pers. comm), it was also included 
to provide a comparison of its utilisation with that of E. lasianthum, B. maughamii 
and C. mossambicensis. 
The aim of the survey was to ascertain the current status of these species in 
terms of their size-class distribution, density, amounts and types of human-induced 
damage, and the responses of each individual to this utilisation. A damage/response 
assessment was undertaken for each of the above 6 species encountered (see Box 1). 
The response categories outlined in Box 1 were developed in an attempt to isolate the 
different responses of the species to the various types and amounts of damage. 
Transects were laid 40 m apart in a north-south direction (due to the north-
south orientation of the sand forest patches). Transects (T) were 5 m wide and of 
varying lengths, determined by the length of the sand forest patch (Table 1). Fifteen 
transects were sampled at Site 2 and were on average 227.3 m in length (SD = 145.6), 
while 4 transects were sampled at Site 3 and were on average 262.9 m in length (SD = 
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Box 1 Damage I response assessment 
Damage to individual trees was noted and recorded as follows: 
Bark: Individual trees were classed according to the percentage of bark that had been 
removed by gatherers. Only human damage was considered and damage by animals 
such as porcupine and bush pig was not recorded. Casual bark-slashes used by 
gatherers to confirm a tree identification were ignored. Damage categories indicated 
below, were those used by Cunningham (2001). An additional class (5) was added: 
o = no removal 
1 = 1-10 %; (usually by traditional healers or local use) 
2 = 11-25 %; (usually scarce species in high local demand or small-scale, emerging 
commercial trade) 
3 = 26-50 %; (generally from popular, open access species in commercial trade) 
4 = 51-75 %; (extensive bark removal; popular species in large-scale commercial 
trade, easy and open access) 
5 = 75-90 %; bark from branches also removed 
6 = ring-barked (any percentage); leads to death regardless of amounts 
7 = total debarking; all bark removed including bark on branches; trees may be felled 
Stem: The number of cut stems or branches was recorded. 
Roots: The proportion of roots removed from a tree was estimated according to the 
methods laid out in Cunningham (2001; pp. 141). Root removal is useful only for 
recent damage as soil could fill the hole from where the roots were extracted, 
obscuring evidence of damage. 
Responses of individuals were noted and classed as follows: 
S = resprouting from the base of the stem, or damaged area 
N = no resprouting 
These classes were combined with either of the following: 
D = >30 % of the individual is dead (based on a visual assessment of both stem and 
canopy) 
H = <30 % of the individual is dead (the tree as a whole is healthy) 
DD = the tree is dead 
For example, if an individual had resprouted following bark removal, but 40 % of the 
tree appeared to be dead (including stem and canopy), the class 'SD' was used. 
A different method was used to assess the use of A. natalitius linearifolius, S. 
kirkii and S. mitostemmatoides. As the roots are used in the medicinal trade for all 
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individual to obtain the root matter in order to make it viable for sale in the medicinal 
trade (Cunningham 2001). Thus the commercial use of these species would probably 
lead to their mortality and leave no evidence of the plant behind. For this reason 
densities of these species were compared inside TEP (Site 1) where no harvesting was 
allowed, with those outside the reserve (Site 2), where harvesting for the medicinal 
trade occurred. For the purpose of this study, it was assumed that densities of these 
three species within Site 1 were optimal as they were not subject to removal by 
human gatherers. Thus if densities at Site 2 were similar to, or greater than, those 
which occurred at Site 1, it was assumed that no substantial damage by gatherers had 
been incurred to the populations of these species. 
In order to test this, 21 and 22 circular plots (400m2) were randomly sampled 
in patches ofsand forest at Site 1 and Site 2 respectively. Within each plot, all of the 
study species encountered were recorded and classified by height as seedlings (5 - 29 
cm), understorey (30 - 200 em) or sub-canopy (200+ em) shrubs. Average numbers 
of individuals per plot were calculated and results were compared between Site 1 and 
Site 2 using a Mann-Whitney U-test. 
II Craft manufacture and sale 
The main aim of this investigation was to attempt to predict the impact of the 
local craft indus1Jy on the demographics of sand forest species used. Stalls were 
situated along a 15.3 km section of road between the TEP gate and the store at 
Phondweni on the eastern side of the Pongola bridge. Five of the 6 crafts stalls which 
occurred along this section of road were included in the study. Stall 6 was excluded 
as it had been initiated only a few weeks prior to the study and was felt not to be 
representative. A number of approaches were used to investigate resource use. This 
was because previous studies have shown that the use of a single method to quantify 
resource use may be misleading as results sometimes differ according to the technique 
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o Stall surveys 
A survey was conducted of all merchandise displayed for sale at 5 stalls over a 
2 day period in October 1997. The type (e.g. bowl, walking stick etc.), sale price and 
species used, were recorded for each craft. Wooden bowls were classed either as 
large (length> 70 em) or small (length < 70 em). 
o Preliminary discussions 
The induna (local headman) of the Sihangwane community (opposite the 
main entrance to TEP) was approached to request a bilingual member of his 
community to facilitate in interactions with sellers. The woman chosen and her 
family were wen known in the area and this aided in reducing suspicion of seners. 
Preliminary discussions were held with crafters in order to aid in the development of a 
questionnaire. 
o Questionnaires 
A questionnaire was designed based on the information gained from Phase 1 
(Appendix 2a). Crafters from 5 stalls within the study area wen~ then interviewed 
during October and November of 1997. The questionnaire was translated verbally 
from English into Zulu, for each crafter by the interpreter. Similarly, responses from 
crafters were translated from Zulu into English and recorded on the questionnaire 
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o Income generated 
Results of the questionnaires and the stall surveys were used to calculate the 
average number of crafts sold per month and per annum, the average income 
generated per month and per annum and the number of trees cut of relevant species. 
Averages were calculated for each crafter, for each stall and for all stalls. As crafters 
were asked for numbers of bowls that they sold during an average month, it was 
assumed that these responses make allowance for seasonal fluctuations. 
o Transect data 
As initial results showed a high preference for C. schlecteri in the manufacture 
of bowls, 4 transects to enumerate this species were sampled at Site 3 where most 
craft sales were taking place (see methods outlined above). The purpose was to assess 
the densities. size-class distributions, types and amounts of harvesting of this species 
and its response to damage. 
o Matrix model to predict size class structure of a population of C. schlecteri 
trees 
In order to gain quantitative insight into the demographics as a consequence of 
the utilisation of the C. schlecteri population at Site 3 over time, a stage-based 
population projection matrix was developed. Transect data from Site 3 were used for 
the model (Desmet et al. 1996). 
The section of forest sampled, estimated to cover an area of approximately 
100 ha, was assumed to be in walking distance of 2 craft stalls and thus used by 
approximately 13 crafters (Appendix 2b). 
A simple matrix, based on the life-history of 138 C. schlecteri individuals 
being divided into 5 stages was used: (1) Mature seedlings and young saplings (30 em 
- 200 em height). (2) Mature, harvestable saplings (> 200 cm height, dbh < 10 cm) 
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resprouted. (3) Young trees which had not yet reached reproductive age (10 - 19.99 
cm dbh). (4) Mature reproductive trees (20 - 29.99 em). (5) Mature reproductive trees 
(> 30 em dbh). 
The approach used was similar to that of Desmet et al. (1996), where values 
are determined for stage specific fecundity (F); for the probability of surviving and 
remaining in the same stage per time period (R); and for the probability of surviving 
and growing into the next stage class or any other stage class (G) per time interval (t; 
Lefkovitch 1965). 
The time interval (0, used for the model was 5 years. This was assumed to be 
adequate to represent the observed demographics of C. schlecteri and it was felt to be 
short enough to allow for the identification of recently cut and dead C. schlecteri 
trees. Consequently the calculated transition probabilities are expressed as the 
probability of a transition occurring during that time period. The derived transition 
matrix was used to show the effects of harvesting over 5 time periods, i.e. a total of25 
years. A constant rate of harvesting was assumed for this time. 
The annual growth increment (G) was set at 0.5 cm diameter per year, which 
was obtained from results of carbon dating of a C. schlecteri tree of known size (D. 
Kirkwood, unpublished data). This growth rate of2 - 2.5 cm per 5 years means that 
an individual would take 4-5 cycles to grow through a 10 em diameter class. Thus the 
probability of an individual being promoted to the next level (G) was set at 0.2 (G), 
which was assumed to be constant for all stage classes. 
The probability of trees remaining within a particular stage class (R), was 
calculated by incorporating natural and induced mortality. The probability of trees 
experiencing natural mortality was that calculated from the observed in the field for 
each stage class. A dead tree in a particular size class was considered to have died by 
natural means if no sign of human damage was present Similarly, cutting-induced 
mortality probabilities were calculated from the observed for each stage class. 
Cutting-induced mortalities were considered to be dead trees with stems that had been 
cut off near the base. No damaged or cut trees were observed from stage class 1 and 
it was therefore assumed that harvesting only occurred in trees of stage classes 2-5. It 
is likely that size classes of trees cut for craft manufacture would be 20 em dbh and 
greater, while trees harvested for building and fencing material were assumed to 
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It was assumed that only trees of stage classes 4 and 5 were able to produce 
seedlings (F) which would enter stage class 1. Trees whose stems were chopped off 
at the base and had resprouted were designated to stage class 2 . 
.. Wood sale 
A total of 20 wood sale points were found along the same section of road as 
craft stalls. A survey was conducted at all sale points in order to quantifY amounts, 
species used and price of bundles displayed for sale. For each bundle, a size was 
allocated based on its price: large (RI0.00), medium (R5.00) and small (R2.50). The 
number of pieces per bundle type averaged ± 80-120 pieces for large, ± 30-70 pieces 
for medium and ± 10-20 pieces for small bundles (Hanekom & Kyle, unpublished 
data). Throughout the text, the term 'species pile' is used to define a bundle of 
fuel wood made up of a particular sand forest species . 
• :. Questionnaires 
Interviews were conducted with 18 wood sellers from the various road-side 
sale points. A questionnaire was used and verbally translated as with the crafters' 
interviews (Appendix 3a). 
o Quantities offoelwood sold 
Results of the questionnaire and the wood stall survey were used to calculate 
number of bundles of the various species sold, and the financial gains for the sales per 
seller. As wood sellers were asked to estimate an average number of woodpiles sold 
each month, it was assumed that seasonal fluctuations in sales were taken into 
account. The purpose of these calculations was to ascertain the financial value of the 
wood sales for each seller in order to understand the value of this economy to an 
individual. For ease of reference, the methods used are detailed in the 'Results' 
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.:. Transects for N hildebrandtii 
As preliminary evidence indicated that N hildebrandtii was overwhelmingly 
the most common species sold, data from the 15 transects at Site 2 and the 4 transects 
at Site 3 (see methods above) was included in the investigation The purpose of the 
transect data were to provide an indication of the availability of trees of this species, 
its size class distribution and the number of trees showing evidence of harvesting for 
fuelwood use . 
• :. Deadwood piles of N hildebrandtii 
In addition, the amounts of deadwood of N hildebrandtii available for use as 
fuel within an unharvested area (Site 1) and within an area considered to be harvested 
(Sites 2 and 3) were investigated. The amount of deadwood found below each N 
hildebrandtii tree encountered along transects at Sites 1, 2 and 3 (see Methods section 
Chapter 3) was recorded. The amounts were quantified by estimating the number of 
large (RIO.OO) piles that could be made up from all the pieces of deadwood found on 
the forest floor beneath the canopy. A greater density of deadwood was expected in 
the reserve where no harvesting took place, than at Sites 2 and 3 where deadwood was 
removed. In order to compare the amounts between sites, number of woodpiles were 
converted from proportions to whole units by multiplying them four. Resultant 
figures were then rounded off to the nearest unit. Numbers were compared using a 
Mann-Whitney U-test. 
.. Hut-building material 
The aim of the survey was to provide a synopsis of species used for hut 
construction and their response to harvesting. Previous researchers had documented 
the species of laths and poles used in hut construction in the study area in 1982 
(Cunningham 1985). Thus an assessment of species present in huts in 1997 was 
undertaken in order to serve as a comparison with this earlier study. Changes in 
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Eleven huts were surveyed to ascertain the species used as laths and as poles 
in construction Three different building styles were included in the survey and were 
classed as follows: 1 = stones (a framework of interwoven laths and upright poles, 
with stones filling the gaps), 2 = laths (constructed predominantly of interwoven laths 
with a framework of poles), and 3 = reed (mainly reed thatch with a framework of 
poles). One hut of Type 1 was sampled, 5 of Type 2 and 5 of Type 3. For each hut of 
Types 1 and 2, two walls were sub-sampled. Additionally two piles of poles, which 
had been collected by local people for use as building material, were found in the 
forest (plate 20). Each pole and lath was identified to species level. 
As no data were available on the mortality and resprouting ability of sand 
forest species in response to harvesting for hut construction, a survey within the forest 
was undertaken to ascertain numbers and size classes cut and their responses. 
Data from the 22 plots sampled at Site 2 (see M thods section, Chapter 3) 
were used to determine the number of poles harvested and species targeted in sand 
forest patches at Site 2. As poles used for housing were found to have a dbh of less 
than 10 cm, only trees with dbh < 10 em were used in the investigation At each 400 
m2 circular plot, a sub-sample of a quarter of the plot (100 m2) was used. Woody 
species were recorded in size classes as either understorey (30 - 200 cm height) or 
sub-canopy (height> 200 em; dbh < 10 cm). For each individual, the number of 
stems was recorded and a note was made of whether or not the stem or branch had 
been cut. The response was classed as follows: 0 = no coppicing; 1 = 1 - 3 sprouts; 2 
= 4 + sprouts. For a dead individual, a note was made of whether or not it had been 
cut and if possible, it was identified to species level. 
The average number of stemslha-1 (30 cm ht to < 10 em dbh) was compared 
between Sites 1 and 2 using a chi-squared test. This size class was considered to 
reflect the sizes and poles targeted for laths and poles. The purpose of the analysis 
was to test the hypothesis that trees will persist by resprouting following being cut for 
pole removal by local people (Site 2). This should be evidenced by a greater number 
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Results 
.. Medicinal species 
All six species sampled at Sites 2 and 3 showed evidence of utilisation (Table 
3). Use ranged in intensity and type between species as is detailed below. 
B. maughamii, C. mossambicensis and E. lasianthum showed clear evidence of 
bark-removal, while C. schlecteri, D. schlecteri and N. hildebrandtii were not targeted 
by commercial harvesters for bark (Table 4; Box 1). Of the 50 B. maughamii trees 
sampled with dbh > 10 cm, 68 % had evidence of bark removal (Table 5). Half the 
trees sampled had between 26 and 75 % of their bark removed below 2 m Of those 
harvested, 91.2 % did not coppice but trees remained 'healthy' i.e. less than 30 % of 
each tree was dead (Table 4). Only one incident of total bark removal was recorded 
for this species and this resulted in mortality. 
Of the 100 live C. mossambicensis trees sampled (Table 5), 86 were less than 
10 em dbh and of these, only 2.3 % had experienced bark removal (Table 6). The 
sizes used ranged between 6 em dbh and 26 em dbh. Of trees larger than 10 cm dbh, 
42.9 % had evidence of bark harvesting (Table 6). Most (81.8 %) C. mossambicensis 
trees found dead (N = 22) had experienced bark removal (Table 6; Plate 21). Sizes 
used ranged between 5 em dbh and 29 cm dbh. Of the 26 trees used (both live and 
dead), only 1 individual had 1-10 % bark removed (Type 1) and only 1 had 11-25 % 
(Type 2). Otherwise 46.2 % were completely bark-stripped which resulted in death 
(Table 4). A further 30.8 % had had 75-90 % of their bark removed and of these 62.6 
% had died. The balance (37.5 %) showed no evidence of sprouting and more than 30 
% of each tree was dead. Only 3 of the 26 harvested trees sprouted and of these, the 2 
which were 'healthy' had had less than 50 % bark removed (Table 4). 
Of the 42 E. lasianthum trees sampled, 59.7 % had evidence of bark-removal 
(Table 5). Most bark-removal (28 %) was of Type 1 (i.e. 1-10 % removed). Thirteen 
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tree dead. Twenty-four per cent of the trees available were completely bark-stripped 
and of these 66.7 % resprouted, while the balance (33.3 %) died (Table 4). 
Results of the Mann-Whitney U-test indicated that there was no significant (p = 
0.618) difference in densities per plot ofA. natalinus linearifolius (U= 210.5) between 
the two sites, or of S. kirkii (p = 0.2; U = 167). However, a significant (p = 0.0001) 
difference occurred between sites of densities per plot of S. mitostemmatoides which 
was poorly represented at Site 1 (Figure 1). 
.. Crafu 
Of the 15 crafters interviewed at 5 stalls, all were men (Appendix 2b; Plate 
22). All crafters mentioned C. schleeter; as their first choice when asked to name the 
species they most commonly used and all named A. forb sii as their second choice. 
Of the species considered third choice, 53.3 % named Spirostachys africana, 6.7 % 
named Albizia petersiana, 6.7 % named Brachylaena huillensis, while 53.3 % had no 
suggestions. B. huillensis and Brachylaena zeyheri were each mentioned by 6.7 % of 
respondents as species they would use as a fourth choice, while 86.7 % had no 
suggestions. All said that there were many seedlings of C. schlecteri available in the 
forest 
The average time taken to find C. schlecteri was 45 min (SD = 33.9). All 
crafters said they chopped the entire tree down at the base and 86.7 % of crafters used 
a chainsaw. Only 1 crafter sold his goods at other markets. All crafters said that 
crafts were bought both by tourists and by local community members Appendix 2b). 
The stall survey found that bowls accounted for 84.4 % of crafts (Table 7). 
Bowls made of C. schlecteri were the most common on display (80 % of available), 
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.:. Comm.ecilll vahle of crafts to sellers and numbers of crafts sold 
o Step 1: Average price per bowl. 
The average price for a small bowl « 70 cm in length) was calculated as the 
total value of all small bowls (R3 306.00) displayed at the 5 stalls sampled divided by 
the total number of small bowls (57). Similarly the average price for a big bowl (> 70 
cm in length) was calculated as the total value of all big bowls (R565.00) displayed at 
the 5 stalls divided by the total number of big bowls (4). Average price of the 'Other' 
crafts was calculated in a similar way, where total value was R33S.00 and total 
number was IS. The average price for small bowls was R5S.00 (SD = IS.57; min = 
15; max = 110; N = 57) and R141.25 for large bowls (SD = 20.16; min = 120; max = 
165; N = 4). Crafts other than bowls were relatively few in number (15.6 % of all 
crafts; Table 7), had a low average price (RlS.S9; SD = 14.5; min = 5; max = 55) and 
were made from small branches rather than whole trees (Appendix 2b), and thus were 
not considered in the following calculations. 
o Step 2: Proportion of constituent species. 
In order to calculate the relative proportion of the various species used for 
bowls, the number of each craft type sold at the various stalls was added and the 
number of large bowls was doubled to convert them to small bowl units. The relative 
proportions of all constituent species were then calculated (Table S). Bowls of 
species other than C. schlecter; (92 %) and A. forbes;; (6 %), were pooled into group 
'Other' (2 %). 
o Step 3. Number of bowls sold per person 
In order to ascertain the average income generated per person, a sale rate of 
5.4 small bowls/crafter/month and 2.8 large bowls/crafter/month was used based on 
results of the interviews (Appendix 2b) 
The proportions of constituent species per 5.4 small bowls were ascertained 
from the previously calculated ratios (Step 1) and these were multiplied by the 
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the sale of 5.4 small and 2.8 large bowls (Table 10) which was calculated per month 
and per annum. To obtain an average income per stall, these totals were multiplied by 
the average number of sellers who sold their goods from the same stall (1.63; SD = 
1.42; (Appendix 2b). According to these calculations, an average of 5.4 small bowls 
and 2.8 large bowls were sold per person per month (Table 10). As these had an 
average value of R313.20 and R399.74 each. respectively, the income generated was 
approximately R713 per person per month and R8555 per person per annum (Table 
10). 
o Step 4: Number of trees chopped down 
To determine the number of trees of e. schlecteri felled, the average number 
of trees chopped down per week (1.97; SD = 1.42; Appendix 2b) was multiplied by 
four to obtain an average number of trees of each species chopped down per month 
(7.9; Table 11). The proportions of the various species available (Step 1) were 
calculated as proportions of this total per month. Thus, of the 7.9 trees felled per 
person per month, 7.2 of these would be e. schlecteri trees (Table 11). Thus an 
average of 44.4 C. schlecteri trees would be felled per stall per month, given that an 
average of 6.1 are sold per stall (Appendix 2b). 
o Step 5: The value ofa tree in bowl units 
An estimate of the average monetary value of one tree to a crafter was 
calculated using bowl units. If an average of 8.8 small bowls can be made from one 
tree of approximately 30 cm dbh (Appendix 2b), and a small bowl has an average 
price of R58.00, then a tree used for the manufacture of small bowls is worth 
R510.40. Similarly, the average number of big bowls which can be made from one 
tree is 5.4 (Appendix 2b), and with an average price ofR141.25, the average value of 
the tree is R762.75. Ife. schlecteri trees alone are considered, in terms of small bowl 
units, one e. schlecteri tree would have an average value ofR469.57 (calculated as 92 
% of the total tree value of R51 0.40). In terms of big bowl units, one tree would be 
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o Step 6: Potential income versus actual income per person per month 
Considering only small bowls, if each crafter fells an average of 7.9 trees per 
month, he can potentially make an average of 69.5 small bowls per month (calculated 
as 8.8 small bowls per tree x 7.9 trees). If he managed to sell all of these bowls each 
month, he would make an average ofR4032.16 (calculated as the product of 69.52 
bowls and the average price of one bowl of R58.00). However, average monthly 
income per crafter for the sale of small bowls was only R313 .20 (Table 10). 
The calculated probabilities for the transition matrix are presented in (a) of 
Table 2 (see text for details of stage classes 1-5) with the corresponding symbols 
shown in (b). The population vector, as based on the observed size class distribution, 
is presented in (c). 
Table 2 (a) The derived trllllSition matrix for C. schlecteri. (b) The matrix: cell reference labels for the 
transition matrix. ~cl The observed sta§e distribution of the sampled E22u1ation of C. schlecteri. 
1 2 3 4 5 
(8) 1 0.8 0 0 0.5 0.5 
2 0.2 0.8 0.15 0.1 0.18 
3 0 0.2 0.45 0 0 
4 0 0 0.2 0.62 0 
5 0 0 0 0.2 0.5 
(b) 1 Rl 0 0 F4 F5 
2 Gl R2 F3 F4 F5 
3 0 G2 R3 0 0 
4 0 0 G3 R4 0 
5 0 0 0 G3 R4 







Numbers of live C. schlecteri trees counted in Transects 1-4 were 25,64,21 and 
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cut down near the base (23.0 % of available) and of these, 69.2 % were vigorously 
resprouting from the old stem (plate 23), while 30.8 % had died. 
The population growth rate (J....) was fairly constant for each time period (tl-2 = 
1.06; t2-3 = 1.09; t3-4 = 0.98; 4-5 = 1.05). Stage class 1 initially increased but levelled 
off between T 4 and T 5 (Figure 2). There was a general increase in numbers of trees of 
stage class 2 over the 25 years, while numbers of mature reproductive C. schleeter; 
trees (stage classes 3-5) declined. 
.. Wood sales 
Of the 18 sellers interviewed over 20 selling locations, all were women 
(Appendix 3b). N hildebrandtii was mentioned as the most popular species for sale 
by 69.2 % of sellers, while C. schlecteri, P. obliquum and S. madagascariensis were 
the most popular for 15.4 %, 7.7 % and 7.7 % of sellers respectively. A total of8 
species were mentioned as being used for sale (Appendix 3b). In response to the 
question of which alternative species would be used if the 8 species mentioned 
disappeared from the area completely, a total of 6 species were named: Acacia burkei 
(22.2 % of respondents), Sapium integerrimum (11.1 %), Terminalia sericea (ILl 
%), Albizia peters/ana (5.6 %), C. schlecteri (5.6 %) and Strychnos madagascariensis 
(5.6 %). The remaining crafters (38.9 %) had no suggestions. Other alternatives 
suggested over and above the initial one were: Albizia adianthifolia, Acacia tortilis, 
A. burket, Hymenocardia ulmoides, S. africana, S. madagascariensis and T. sericea (I 
suggestion per species). 
A total of 77 % of sellers did not use the preferred species for personal use, 
but used any dead wood in the vicinity of their homestead (Appendix 3b). Of the 
most popular species (N hildebrandtii), 8 respondents said the wood was easy to find, 
while 9 said that trees of this species were scarce; 9 said they use available deadwood, 
while 5 said they sometimes burned live trees to fell them as well as using deadwood. 
Sellers took on average 1.6 hours to find accessible N hildebrandtii fuelwood (min = 
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Results of the wood sale survey showed that a total of7 species were used for 
fuel at the 20 sale points (Table 12). Substantially moreNo hildebrandtii was sold as 
fuelwood than any other species and accounted for 73.9% of the wood displayed for 
sale. It appeared at 19 of the 20 selling points (Table 12). The next most common 
species available for sale was C. schlecteri. However it was sold at only 2 of the 20 
stalls. Fuelwood was sold predominantly in large RI0.00 bundles with fewer medium 
(R5.00) and small (R2.50) bundles sold (fable 13). 
To determine a) the average income generated by each wood seller per month 
and b) the number of species piles per stall, the following calculations were made: 
o Step 1: Average price per species pile. 
From the wood pile survey, the total number of species piles of each price 
categOI)' was counted. This gave a figure for the total value (R) of each species at all 
20 stalls (Table 13). This value was divided by the total number of piles of each 
species to attain the average price per species pile. (Table 14; Table 15). 
o Step 2: Proportions of species piles sold 
The proportions of each species pile sold were calculated by converting all 
piles into large (RI0.00) units. It was estimated that a small (R2.50) pile was a third 
of the size of a large bundle, while a medium (RS. 00) pile was half the size of a large 
bundle. Thus the number of small and medium bundles was divided by 3 and by 2 
respectively, to attain the number of large (RI0.00) bundles available for sale. 
The total number of all these species piles were added giving a total of 316 
large piles sold for the 20 stalls (Table 12). The percentage of the total represented by 
each species was calculated (Table 12). N hildebrandtii wood was found to account 
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o Step 3: Number of each species pile sold per month 
An assumption was made that the proportional availability of species piles 
displayed at stalls (e.g. N hildebrandtii 73.9 %) was the proportion that would be sold 
each month. This was felt to be reasonable as tourist buyers from other parts of the 
country are unlikely to have species preferences and will thus be inclined to purchase 
according to availability. An average sale rate of 3.1 bundles per person per month 
was used from the results of the questionnaire (Appendix 3b). The proportion of 
species bundles constituting this number was calculated (fable 14). For example, of 
the 3.1 bundles sold, 2.3 piles of N hildebrandtii will be sold as it constitutes 73.9 % 
availability. This figure was then multiplied by the average price of each species pile 
(attained from Step 1). These were then added to attain the total amount made (R) on 
average per person per month and multiplied by 12 to attain the annual income Table 
15). 
As an average of 6.5 sellers sold wood at each sale point (Appendix 3b), the 
monthly income per person was multiplied by this number, in order to obtain a 
monthly income per stall per month. 
o Step 4: Average number of species piles sold 
The number of species piles constituting the 3.1 sold per person month, were 
multiplied by 6.5 (average number of sellers per stall) to obtain the number sold per 
stall per month. This in tum was multiplied by 12 to obtain the average number sold 
per year (Table 14). 
The results of the calculations showed that an average of about R25.00 is 
generated per person per month from the sale of fuelwood or an average annual 
income per person ofR301.00 (fable 14). On average the monthly income generated 
per stall for the sale of wood is RI63.00, which translates to R1954.00 per stall 
annually. 
An average of 178.0 species piles of N hildebrandtii were sold per stall per 
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Of the 68 N hildebrandtii trees encountered at Sites 2 and 3, a total of 6 had 
been damaged (8.8 %). Of these 6 damaged trees, 1 at Site 2 had between 1-10 % 
bark removed and although no resprouting was evident, no death had resulted to any 
part of the tree (Table 12; Table 16). 
Number of deadwood piles below N hildebrandtii did not differ (p = 0.35) 
significantly between the three sites (Mann-Whitney U-test; U = 521.5), although 
slightly more deadwood was found beneath trees at Site 3 than at the other sites 
(Table 17). 
Table 17 Potential number of large (RlO.OO) fuelwood piles estimated from pieces of deadwood 
below the canopy of N. hildebrandtii encountered along transects at the 3 sites. 
Location Ave no. RlO.OO bundles per SD No. trees Total piles per 
tree sampled site 
Site 1 0.6 0.6 27 15.7 
Site 2 0.5 1.1 24 13.1 
Site 3 1.7 2.0 26 40.5 
Other damage such as cutting of branches and stems was found to be minor 
(Tables 18 and 19). One instance of root removal was recorded for C. 
mossambicensis, where approximately 80% of the roots of a tree had been removed. 
This tree was also totally bark-stripped. 
II Hut-building material 
The species used most commonly as a lath for hut construction in both the 
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most commonly used (Table 20). H ulmoides and P. myrtifolia were the most 
commonly used species for poles (Table 20). 
The average number of poles cut per plot at Site 2 of trees 30 em height - dbh 
< 10 cm (Size classes 1 and 2) was 19.3 per 0.04 ha. plot (SD = 15.7). AU species 
resprouted following cutting, while 93.6 % of size class 1 stems and 95.2 % of size 
class 2 stems resprouted following cutting (Table 21). Most species of both sub-
canopy and understorey shrubs were single- rather multi-stemmed individuals (Figure 
3). 
.. Species docu.mentation 
During the study, the Zulu or Thonga names used by local people for the 
various species were documented (Appendix 4). 
Discussion 
.. Medicinal plant use 
The amounts of bark removed from B. maughamii in most cases were greater 
than that predicted to be used purely for local use (Box 1; Cunningham 2001). This 
indicates that bark of B. maughamii at Site 2 was being utilised for commercial sale. 
Despite the large number of B. maughamii trees which were harvested for 
bark, as well as the large amounts of bark removed, no adverse physical effects to 
individuals was observed. Only one of the 34 individuals damaged resprouted 
following bark removal. Adverse effects of bark removal to individuals of this 
species could possibly take forms other than that investigated in this study, such as a 
reduction in seed output The apparent indifference of B. maughamii to bark removal, 
could possibly be the result of the relatively large sizes attained by this species 
(approximately 10-12 m; pers. obs.) and thus proportionately less of the total bark is 
removed than smaller species. Also the characteristically fluted stem could be 
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easily be accessed. These could protect the tree against total ringbarking. When total 
bark removal did occur mortality resulted. 
E. lasianthum was also popular with commercial bark gatherers, although it 
appeared to be more vulnerable to bark removal than B. maughamii and even 
relatively low amounts of bark removal resulted in death to parts of an individual tree. 
Unlike B. maughamii, however, a large proportion of the debarked trees resprouted as 
a response to bark removal. This was expected for this species as it displays 
characteristics of a sprouter (low seedling recruitment; see Chapter 3; Kruger et al. 
1997). A large proportion (67%) of individuals that were completely debarked, 
resprouted (e.g. Plate 2), although the balance died. It is likelythatE. lasianthum can 
sustain up to Type 5 bark removal and still be able to res prout. However, its 
increasing vulnerability to mortality as a result of death to parts of the plant needs 
further investigation. Additionally, as few smaller size classes are available (Chapter 
3), mortality of adult trees will result in a significant dent to the population 
Of the three species investigated, C. mossambicensis appeared to be the most 
heavily exploited by gatherers for bark removal. Only two individuals had between 1-
25 % bark removed while the remaining trees harvested had between 75 and 100 % 
bark removed. This high percentage of bark removal per individual indicates that C. 
mossambicensis was used almost exclusively by commercial gatherers and was in 
high demand for sale in the medicinal trade. 
The predominance of individuals in the smaller size classes, implies that C. 
mossambicensis may be a shade-tolerant 'seeder' and channel reproductive efforts 
into seedling production as opposed to resprouting (Everard et al. 1994; Kruger et ai. 
1997). Although proportions of all size classes harvested is low (S %), it is relevant 
that 42.9 % of all trees of 10 em dbh and greater had evidence of bark harvesting, 
while 81.S % of the 22 dead trees had been completely bark-stripped often including 
removal of bark on branches (pers. obs.). As ease of identification of dead trees 
decreases with time since mortality due to the onset of decay (Cunningham 2001), it 
is likely that a larger number of dead trees were present at the site than could be 
identified. Thus mortality rates may be more severe than were shown by this study. 
With the increasing demand for this product as the medicinal trade expands 
(Cunningham & Davis 1997), it is likely that the proportion of use will increase. 
At the time of the study (1997), the relative abundance of smaller unharvested 
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larger size classes which had died as a result of harvesting. However, a critical factor 
in the continued survival of this species would be the size at which reproductive 
maturity is attained. As bark harvesting occurred in trees 5 cm dbh and greater in 
size, if trees are not able to reproduce before attaining this size class, it is unlikely that 
C. mossambicensis will survive much longer in an unprotected context. TIlls needs 
further investigation. 
Only 1 tree sampled had had a proportion of its roots removed. As it had also 
been completely bark-stripped and was dead, it is likely that mortality would have 
resulted even if no root removal had occurred. Thus it was not possible to ascertain 
the response of C. mossambicensis to the effects of root removal. 
The significantly higher densities per plot of S mitostemmatoides at Site 2 
(harvested) than at Site 1 (unharvested) was unexpected. Higher light availability at 
the disturbed site (Site 2) may favour the recruitment success of this species. Further 
research on the optimal environmental and disturbance preferences of these species 
would be required. Alternatively, the higher browsing pressure by relatively larger 
populations of small ungulates at Site 1 (see Chapter 3), could inhibit success of seedling 
establishment. Thus it may be necessary to erect small ungulate exclosure fences 
within the reserve to enable a more accurate comparison of these species at the two 
sites in the future. 
The relatively higher densities of all three species at Site 2 than at Site 1 
suggest that no substantial impact by medicinal gatherers had occurred on populations 
at Site 2 at the time of the study (see assumptions in the Methods section). Densities 
of these species however, would need to be continually monitored in order to detect 
any change in this trend. 
III Crafts 
Results of both the questionnaires and the stall surveys showed that c. 
schlecteri was strongly favoured as the primary species used for craft manufacture. A. 
forbesii was clearly the second choice in both cases, while few other species were 
favoured. C. schlecteri appears to be a vigorous resprouter. However, given the slow 
growth rates of this species, the harvesting of trees at observed levels, both for craft 
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The modelled population structure of C. schlecteri within the 25 years 
following the study, is predicted to be dominated by resprouting stumps, while 
reproductive adult trees would decline dramatically. Although population growth rate 
(A.) remained fairly constant between time intervals in the model, the number of trees 
in the utilised stage classes declined. This decline in mature reproductive trees led to 
a subsequent reduction in the rate of seedling production, to the extent that numbers in 
stage class 1 were constant over the last 2 time intervals (Figure 2). It is likely that 
subsequent years would lead to a declining number of seedlings produced with the 
decline of reproductively viable trees until the resprouting trees had reached 
reproductive maturity once more. 
In terms of income generated from small bowls, it appears that at current 
levels of manufacture and sale, crafters are gaining substantially less than they could 
potentially earn. Average monthly income per crafter generated from the sale of 
small bowls was calculated at approximately R313.00, while if each tree was used to 
manufacture and sen all bowls which could potentially be made from each tree felled, 
an average monthly of around R4032.00 could be generated. Thus a discrepancy of 
some R3720.00 exists between potential and actual earnings per person per month. 
This could be the result of the inefficient tools used to craft the bowls resulting in 
wastage of wood, or harvested individuals being discarded due to damage by termites. 
An increase in efficiency of use of each tree felled needs to occur in order to limit 
unnecessary wastage. 
I suggest that discussions between TEP officials and the relevant communities 
be initiated in order to establish structures which could responsible for regulating 
harvesting, investigating alternatives and facilitating craft training. 
.. Wood sales 
As has been found in other studies (e.g. Shackleton 1993a), wood sellers 
favoured particular species as fuelwood. The strong preference for N hildebrandtii 
shown both in the interviews with sellers as well as from records of the wood pile 
surveys, could be cause for concern given the potential for elimination or significant 
reduction of trees targeted for fuelwood use (Grundy et al. 1993). If this was the case, 
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Maputaland. Given the low seedling availability of this species within the reserve, the 
future success of this species locally, could be compromised. 
However at the levels of use observed, both of live trees and of deadwood 
material, the results of this study suggest that the sale of N. hildebrandtii wood is 
sustainable. Use of live trees appeared to be low and in fact of all the available N. 
hildebrandtii trees sampled at both sites, only about 4 % had been bumed. Of the 
approximately 9 % of N. hildebrandtii trees found that had been chopped down or cut, 
all were alive and vigorously resprouting, indicating a high degree of resilience to 
harvesting. As deadwood availability of N. hildebrandtii did not differ significantly 
between sites, this could indicate that deadwood was still readily accessible. 
Moreover, despite large numbers of piles at many of the selling points, the 
turnover of woodpiles is exceptionally low, as is the income generated per seller per 
month. However, as with the sale of crafts, it is likely that the sale of fuel wood will 
intensify in the future with the influx of tourists to the region. Also, a proportion of 
the wood sellers indicated that they would sometimes bum down a tree if no 
deadwood was available. This harvesting technique would presumably become more 
common given increasing demand. 
I suggest that as with crafts, reserve officials should initiate discussions with 
wood sellers in order to identify mutually beneficial alternatives and to establish a 
means to fix number of sellers at a feasible level. The importance of restricting 
harvesting to deadwood should be stressed and the use of a broader range of species 
should be encouraged. 
From personal observations during this survey I noticed that species sold 
appeared to reflect the availability of species in the vicinity. Wood sellers near Site 3, 
where N. hildebrandtii was more common, walked shorter distances to ob,tain it and 
sold it almost exclusively. On the other hand, sellers near Site 2 where N. 
hildebrandtii was less common, walked longer distances to find it and were prone to 
sell a wider range of species. This, however, would need further investigation 
Sellers themselves identified a large number of alternatives to what they were 
already selling (e.g. A. adianthifolia, A. petersiana, A. burkei, A. tortilis, S. 
intege"imum, and T. sericea) and almost all said they used a broader range of species 
for their own domestic purposes (Appendix 3b). 
Also, as local sellers are not aware of the needs and preferences of tourists, 
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as they do themselves. Although N. hildebrandtit may be the best fuelwood available, 
a wide range of other species may be just as appropriate for the needs of tourists. 
Once sellers were aware of this they could be encouraged to sell a wider range of 
species. Thus the potential exists for the inclusion of a far wider range of species for 
sale. 
As deadwood is preferred over livewood due to its relative ease of access 
(Shackleton & Prins 1992; Clarke et al. 1996), an experiment could be initiated in the 
reserve to assess the rate at which deadwood is generated (e.g. Shackleton 1998). 
Production rates of deadwood serve to provide an indication of the amounts that may 
be harvested from a designated area in order to maintain a constant, renewable supply. 
Sellers could facilitate in the experiment by removing deadwood from permanent N. 
hildebrandlii-dominated plots at fixed time intervals in order to ascertain how rapidly 
the deadwood is reproduced. 
Large tracts of N. hildebrandtii-dominated forest were being cleared for 
subsistence agriculture by local people in and around Site 3. Some of this deadwood 
could be used for sale to offset the use of N. hildebrandtit trees in the forest. 
III Hut-building 
The use of species as laths for hut building has remained similar to those used 
in 1982 (Cunningham 1985), with Drypetes sp. dominating as the favourite hardwood 
lath, followed by Tricalysia sp. and H ulmoides (Table 20). This is an indication that 
the qualities necessary for an effective lath (strength and flexibility) are present in 
these species. 
Cunningham (1985) maintained that species used for laths reflects their 
relative abundances in sand forest. However, clear selectivity occurs against T. 
bremekampii which is the second most abundant understorey (Size class 1) and sub-
canopy (Size class 2) individual in plots; following Drypetes sp., which were the most 
abundant (Figure 3). T. bremekampii accounts for only 0.2 % of laths used in hut-
building (1997), while it was not recorded in the 1982 study. The low number of cut 
stems of this species also reflects this disparity when compared to the relatively high 
number of Drypetes sp. found cut in forest plots at Site 2 (Table 21). Also D. 
inhacaensis proved to be specifically .targeted in both studies accounting for 2.6 % 
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within the forest (Figure 3). This could indicate that population sizes may be low due 
to over-utilisation of this species. However, abundances in unharvested forest at Site 
1 yielded similar densities of this species, so this is unlikely. 
In terms of use of poles, H ulmoides was Clearly selected for, and accounted 
for 22.9 % of all available poles used, followed P. myrtifolia (12.3 %) and C. 
schlecteri (11.4 %; Table 20). These species are possibly selected for their strength 
and durability as support structures for poles in building. C. greenwayi which was the 
third most abundant species in sub-canopy plots, following Drypetes sp. and T. 
bremekampii (Figure 3) was not selected for pole use, possibly indicating the 
unsuitability of this species for construction (Table 20). This could indicate that the 
qualities necessary for an effective lath (flexibility, strength, straightness of stem and 
resistance to borers) are present in these species. 
The strong resprouting responses shown by all species harvested for poles and 
laths at Site 2, could indicate that human utilisation is resulting in the significantly 
higher stem densities per plot at Site 2 than at Site 1 (see Results in Chapter 3). Thus, 
despite high numbers oflaths (1400-2000) being used per homestead as was found in 
Cunningham's study (1985), the results of this study indicate that at current 
harvesting levels, use of laths and poles from sand forest appears to be sustainable due 
to the resprouting ability of species used. 
Condusion 
Of the variety of uses investigated, it appears that most sand forest tree species 
have the ability to resprout following damage. Notable exceptions appear to be C. 
mossambicensis, which is possibly a 'seeder' as opposed to a 'sprouter' and B. 
maughamii which may be relying on structural strength to persist in response to 
damage. Also, little information was obtained for N. hildebrandtii as few instances of 
moderate damage were encountered, as individuals were either left unharvested, or 
they were burned down. However, any level of cutting produced a strong sprouting 
response. Similarly, both E. lasianthum and C. schleeter; resprouted vigorously in 
response to severe levels of damage. Thus on the whole, it is likely that sand forest is 
dominated by 'sprouters' rather than 'reseeders' and is compatible with Kruger et al. 
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Appendix 1 A summary of the main medicinal uses for the study species. Plant parts used 
are also indicated.. 
Species (Family) Parts used Main use 
Scientific name (Family); 
English name(s); Zulu 
name(s) 
Balanites maughamii bark, roots The tree is thougbt to have magical 
(Balanitaceae ) properties. An emetic is prepared from the 
Torchwood, Green Thorn; roots and bark and is used to ward off evil 
umNulu, uGobendlovu spirits from the homestead (palgraves 
1984). 
Cassipourea mossambicensis bark The bark is used as an 'umemezi', or skin 
(Rhizophomceae) lightener (B. Gwala, pees. comm.). 
Sand onionwood; 
uMemezi 
Erythrophleum lasianthum bark The bark, which is poisonous, is ground to 
(Caesalpiniaceae) make snuff for the treatment ofheadaches 
Swazi Ordeal Tree; and colds (palgrave 1984). 
umKhwangu, umBhemise 
Acridocarpus natalitius vat. roots The plant is known as an inteiezi, a name 
linearifolius given to all charms and plants used against 
(Malpighiaceae ) evil (pooley 1993). Its red-brown roots are 
Moth fruit; used to improve crop yields, stop 
umaBhopha approaching danger or to stop evidence 
being given against one in a court of law 
(Cunningham 1997). It is also used as a 
love charm (palgrave 1984). 
Synapto/epis kirkii roots The white lignotubers is used primarily as 
(IbymeJaea::eae) uVuma an emetic (cleanser) for a range of 
purposes; also used as an aphrodisiac 
(Hutchings 1996). An important ingredient 
in an ubulawu mix used by diviners to 
facilitate the interpretation of dreams 
(Cunningham 1997) 
Schlecterina roots Roots used as charms to bring prosperity 













Appendix 2a Craft Questionnaire 
I Questionnaire no. I Stall no. 
Crafter fufonnation 
Interviewer to circle the appropriate block: 
1. Gender of crafter: 
I (1) Male I (2) Female 
Interviewer to ask the following questions - responses to be indicated by circling the 
appropriate block or filling in the answer where appropriate. 
2. How many crafters sell their wares at this stall? 
I No. I 
Harvesting 
3. When you go to harvest wood for your craft industry, do you harvest with other 
people (1) or alone (2)? 
I (1) In a group I (2) Alone 
4. Do you choose particular species which are more appropriate for use as craft 
materials (1), or do use any species (2). 
I ( 1) Preferred species I (2) No preferred species I 
5. If your answer for the previous question was (1), rank the 4 species you use most 
frequently in order, with 'Species (1)' being the species used most regularly and 
Species (4) being the species used least regularly of the four. 
(Note to the interviewer: If the answer for the previous question is (2), questions 5 - 8 















6. Are there many (1) seedlings of Species 1 in the forest where you harvest or very 
few (2)7 
I (1) Many I (2) Few 
7. Indicate how long it takes you to walk. from your stall to the preferred tree species 
you use for craft manufacture. 
I Time: I mins I 
8. If the tree species you are looking for is more than 30 minutes' walk. away, would 
you continue to search until you found what you are after (1), or would you choose 
another, less preferable species that is in the immediate vicinity (2)7 
I (1) Continue to search I (2) Choose another species 
9. Do you chop down the whole tree (1), or do you cut ofIbranches only and leave 
the rest of the tree alive (2)? 
I (1) Whole tree I (2) Branches 
10. If you answered (1) for the previous question, have you ever cut down a tree and 
discovered that the wood was damaged? Yes (1) or No (2). 
(Note to the interviewer: If the answer for the previous question was (2), questions 10 
and 11 can be ignored). 
I (1) Yes I (2) No 
11. If your previous answer was (1), do you abandon the tree completely (1), use the 
branches for craft manufacture (2), use the wood for some other purpose (3), or both 
the latter 2 purposes (4)? 
(1) Abandon tree 
12. Name the type of tool you use to harvest your material: chain-saw (1), bush knife 
or axe (2), both chain-saw and bush knife/axe (3), or other (4). 
I (1) Chain-saw I (2) Bush knife or Axe I (3) 1 + 2 I (4) Other 













Manufacture and sale 
14. How many big trays (length> 70 em) do you think can be made from 1 tree? 
1 No. 1 
15. How many small trays (length < 70 em) do you think can be made from 1 tree? 
I No. I· 
16. How many big trays do you make on average per week? 
I No. of big trays made: per week I 
17. How many small trays do you make on average per week? 
I No. of small trays made: I per week I 
18. How many big trays do you sellon average per month? 
1 No. of big trays sold: per month I 
19. How many small trays do you sellon average per month? 
1 No. of small trays sold: I per month I 
20. Do you sell at this stall exclusively (l) or do you sell your products at other 
markets (2)? 
I (1) This stall only I (2) Other markets I 
21. If your answer for the above question is (2), indicate the percentage of your crafts 
that you sell per month at other markets. 
I Percentage sold at other markets per month I % I 
22. Do you have regular buyers who order goods from you? Yes (l) or No (2). 
1(1) Yes 1(2) No I 
23. Are your most regular buyers members of your local community (1), tourists or 
tour operators (2), both (3) or other (4)? 











Appendix 2IP Summary of responses to craft questionnaires of 15 crafters 
interviewed individually at the 5 stalls. 
Crafter information 
1. 100% of crafters were males (N == 15) 
2. An average of6.13 people sold wares at each craft stall (SD == 1.73) 
Harvesting 
3. 86.7% of crafters harvested in groups 
4. 100% of crafters chose specific species (response 1) as craft material 
5. Ranked species 
ies 1 
Cleistanthus schleeteri 
Species 3 % S~es4 % 
Spirostachys africana 53.3 No suggestions 86.7 
No suggestions 33.3 Brachylaena hutllensis 6.7 
Albizia forbesii 6.7 Berchemia zeyheri 6.7 
Brachyiaena huillensis 6.7 
6. 100% ofcrafters said there were many (response 1) seedlings of Species 1 in the 
forest 
7. The average time taken to find the preferred species was 45 mills (SD == 33.91). 
8. 100% of crafters said they would continue walking longer than 30 mills to find 
their preferred species (response 1). 
9. 100% of crafters said they chopped the whole tree down (answer 1) as opposed to 
cutting off branches only. 
10. 100% of crafters said they had previously chopped down a tree to find that the 
wood had been damaged. 
11. 100% of crafters said that in the circumstances outlined in QI0, they would use 
the branches of the tree to manufacture smaller crafts. 
12. A chain-saw alone (1) was used by 13.33%, a bush knife or axe (2) were used by 
20.0%, and a combination (3) was used by 66.67% of crafters. No other (4) tools 
were used. 











Manufacture and sale 
14. Mean no. of big bowls able to be made per tree = 5.4 (SD = 1.99) 
15. Mean no. of small bowls able to be made per tree = 8.8 (SD = 4.71) 
16. Mean no. of big bowls able to be made per week = 1.63 (SD = 1.01) 
17. Mean no. of small bowls able to be made per week = 4.23 (SD = 1.72) 
18. Mean no. of big bowls sold per month = 2.83 (SD = 1.87) 
19. Mean no. of small bowls sold per month = 5.4 (SD = 3.68) 
20. 93.33% of crafters sold their wares nowhere else (response 1); 6.67% sold crafts 
elsewhere. 
21. Crafters who did not sell goods locally estimated that 30% of their stock was sold 
elsewhere i.e. only 2 % of all stock was sold outside the study area. 
22. 26.67 crafters said they had regular buyers (response 1). 
23. 100% ofcrafters said that both tourists and local community members (response 











Appendix 3a Firewood sale questionnaire. 
I Questionnaire no. I Site no. 
Information about 'Wood seDer 
[Interviewer to circle the appropriate block] 
1. Age of seller: 
I (1) 5-9 yrs I (2) 10-19 yrs I (3) 20-34 yrs I (4) 35-49 yrs I (5) 50+ yrs 
2. Gender: 
I (1) Male I (2) Female 
[Interviewer to ask the following questions of the wood sellers - responses to be 
indicated by circling the appropriate block or by filling in the answer where 
appropriate] 
3. Rank the four species you collect for sale most frequently in order, with Species 
(1) being the species collected most regularly and Species (4) being the species 





4. For each species chosen in Question 3, indicate by means of an X, whether it is 
abundant (1) or scarce (2). 





5. For each species chosen in Question 3, indicate by means of an X, whether you 
only ever chop up and/or gather dead wood from the tree (1), or whether you also 
bum live trees in order to make them accessible for use as firewood (2). 















6. Indicate how long in minutes it takes you to find each species chosen in Question 
3. Time indicated should reflect the length of time it takes you to walk from your 
starting point to the appropriate tree. 





7. How many bundles do you gather per week? 
INo.1 
8. How many bundles do you sell per month? 
INo.1 
9. How many other people sell wood at this selling point? 
INo.1 
10. When you cook for yourself or your family, do you use the wood you sell as 
firewood (l), or do you simply select whichever dead wood is available in the vicinity 
(2)1 
I (l) Specific wood chosen I (2) Any wood 
11. If all the species you currently use for sale as firewood disappeared from the area, 
and you wished to continue selling, which species would you sell? 











Appendix 3b Summary of responses to wood sale questionnaires of 18 separately 
interviewed sellers over 20 selling locations. 
1. Ages of sellers were as follows: 5-9 yrs = 0; 10-19 yrs = 3; 20-34 yrs = 8; 35 - 49 
yrs = 5; 50+ yrs = 2. 
2. Gender: Female = 100% 
3. Species were ranked by sellers as follows: 
S]!ecies 1 010 S~es2 0/0 
Newtonia hildebrand/it 69.2 no selection 12.5% 
Cleistanthus schlecter; 15.4 Cleistanthus schlecter; 27.8 
Ptaeroxylon obliquum 7.7 Strychnos madagascariensis 27.8 
Strychnos madagascariensis 7.7 Newtonia hildebrandtii 11.1 
Terminalia sericea 11.1 
Balanites maughamii 5.6 
Species 3 % Species 4 % 
no selection 50 no selection 61.1 
Cleistanthus schlecter; 16.7 Cleistanthus schlecteri 11.1 
Newtonia hildebrandtii 16.7 Terminalia sericea ILl 
Strychnos madagascariensis 5.6 Ptaeroxylon obliquum 5.6 
Terminalia sericea 0.2 Spirostac/rys africana 5.6 
Strychnos madagascariensis 5.6 
4 - 5. Responses to Questions 4 - 5 are summarised below. For Questions 4 and 5, 
the number of responses to each option is indicated. 
Q4-quantity Q 5 - harvest method 
Species many (1) few (2) chop (1) bum (2) 
Balanites mauJ!hamU 0 1 1 
Cleistanthus schlecter; 7 7 9 
Dialium schleeteri 1 0 1 
Newtonia hildebrandtit 8 9 9 
Ptaeroxylon obliquum 1 1 2 
Spirost~hys a[ricana 0 1 1 
Strychnos madaJ!ascariensis 6 2 6 



















6. For Question 6, the average time (hrs) taken, standard deviation, and minimum and 
maximum time are displayed. 
Q6 - Time to find species 
Species 
ave SD min max 
Balanites maughamii 3 
Cleistanthus schleeteri 1.49 0.95 0.5 3 
Dialium schleeter; 2 
Newtonia hildebrandlii 1.62 1.01 0.17 3 
Ptaeroxylon obliquum 0.75 0.35 0.5 0.75 
Spirostachys africana 1 
Strychnos 
madagascariensis 1.31 0.80 0.5 
Terminalia sericea 3 1.8 1 
7. Average number of bundles gathered per week = 5 (SO = 3.65) 
8. Average number of bundles sold per month = 3.09 (SO = 2.7) 
9. Average number of sellers per stall = 6.5 (SO = 3.88) 
10. 77.78% of sellers did not use the species they sold as firewood for their own 
cooking purposes, while 16.67% used the wood they had collected for sale. 
11. Alternatives: 
Species % 
no suggestions 38.89 
Acacia burkei 22.22 
Sapium integerrimum 11.11 
Terminalia sericea 11.11 
Albiziapetersiana 5.56 
Cleistanthus schlecteri 5.56 
Strychnos madagascariensis 5.56 
3 
3 
Other alternatives suggested over and above the initial one were: A. adianthijo!ia, A. 
burkei, A. torttlis, H. ulmoides, S. africana, S. madagascariensis and T sericea (l 











Appendix 4 A list of Zulu and Thonga names in use in the study area for the species indicated. Local names 
which differed slightly or completely to those found in Pooley (1994) are indicated as 'd'. 
Code Species Zulu I Thonga names Poo~ 
acabur Acacia burkei umKhaya 
acator Acacia tortills iShoba-lendlovu d 
acmat jAcridocarpus natalitius val. linearifolius umaBhopha 
albadi jAlbizia adianthifolia iGowane d 
albfor IAlbizia forbes;; umFomoshane, umNala 
albpet jAlbizia petersiana subsp. evansii umNala I amNala 
balmau Balanites maughamii uMnulu I uGobandlovu d 
berzey Berchemia zeyheri umNeyi 
brahui Brachylaena huillensis iGqeba I iPhahlalenhlathi d 
canset Canthium setiflorum isiPilokojwana d 
casmos Cassipourea mossambicensis uMemezi d 
castra Cassine transvaalensis iNqotha 
clegla Clerodendrum glabrum umNukalembeba 
clesch Cleistanthus schlecter; umZithi 
colgre Cola greenway; umQhosho 
cropse Croton pseudopu/chellus uHubeshane 
diasch Dialium schlecter; umThiba 
dioinh Diospyros inhacensis isiThomane 
dryarg Drypetes arguta umKushwane-l ndoda d 
drynat Drypetes natalensis umKushwane-lesifazane d 
etylas Erythrophleum lasianthum umBhemise I umKhwangu 
eucalypt Eucalyptus sp. iGumtree 
grecaf Grewia caffra iSaka 
gremic Grewia microthyrsa isiMunywane d 
gremon Grewia monticola isiPhane 
hapgal Haplocoe /um gallense iThambo 
hymulm Hymenocardia ulmoides iTsatsalatsane 
1aglas Lag)mias lasiantha isiPilogojwane 
lanant Lannea antiscorbutica uMganikomo 
Iankir Landolphia ldrldi umBhungwa 
lepdel Leptactina delagoensis umBhangwaleblathi d 
mandis !Manilkara discolor anNywebel umNwebe 
mancon Manilkara concolor umNqambo 
mantis Margaritaria discoidea uPata 
memsou Memecylon sousae usiPhulamathambo d 
monjun "Monodora junodii umKotshi, umDlankawu d 
newhil Newtonia hildebrandtii Val. hildebrandtii umFomothi 
ochnat Ochna natalitius umShelelo d 
pavede Pavetta edentula isiMuncwane 
plearm Plectroniella armata isiKhwakhwane 
psyfta Psydrax jragrantissima umKukulaketelo-wasemagcekem-omnyama d 
psyloc Psydrax locupules umKukulaketelo-lehiathi-omnyama d 
ptaobl Ptaeroxylon obliquum umThathi 
ptemyr Pte leo psis myrtifolia uMwandla 











Appendix 4 continued. 
Code Species Zulu I Thonga names Pooley 
sapint Sapium integerrimum wnDlampunzi, umHlepha 
schmit Schlecterina mitostemmatoides iHlalanyosi-emhlophe 
spiafr Spirostachys africana umThombothi 
strdec Strychnos decussata umPhathankosi d 
strmad Strychnos madagascariensis umKwakwa 
surzan Suregada zanzibariensis umDlankawu 
synkir Synaptolepis kirkii uVuma-omhlophe 
tarlit Tarenna littoralis ukuKulaketelo d 
tarsup Tarenna supra-axillaris snbsp. barbertonensis umKukulaketelo-lehlathi-omhlophe d 
todbre Toddaliopsis bremekampii iNtane 
triccap Tricalysia capensis wnBhangwe-wehlathi-omude d 
tricjun Tricalysia junodii wnBhangwe-wehlathi-omfishane d 
khoti Unknown 1 iKhoti 
futhan Unknown 2 umaFuthane 
khulan Unknown 3 umaKhulane 
uvacaf Uvaria caffra iNkonjane 
vitamb Vitex ferruginea subsp. amboniensis umPhenduka 











Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
Chapter 5 
General Discussion and Conclusion 
This sludy sel oul \0 in,-esligate the llaIure of sand forest d)narnics both 
internally and at the level of the I""dscape. It also anned to explore the role played by 
disturbance in determining the obsellied distribution of forest patches. its species 
composItion and dynamic functioning. Another of its mtentions was to assess the use 
and disturbance of sand forest by local people, as well as to ascerlam the val~ of 
forest resources for subsistence use. Finally, it aimed to lool at implicati0n5 of these 
findings for sand forest management both within ""d outside TEP. 
In this synopsis, I assess the fmdings of the sludy and suggest future research 
opportunities and management Implications for SilIld forest within TEP Also, I 
outlme what I ,i"" (0 ~ amongst the main problems which could inhib,t the 
susta11100le USe of sand forest in the future and propose possible approaches to 
O,'erCOmc them 
• Srunmary of research fiudings 
The findings of this study (Cbapters 2 ""d 3) mdicate that sand forest patches 
within the mosaic of grassl""d and wooded grassland are possIbly rrumants of pasl 
fires, These fragm,,",ts may expand in size in the long-term absence of fire by a 
successional process ",here certain forest species sum as Dialium schlee/en Jfivade 
intermediate grassl""d patches. Here, along with other troes in the grassland, tbey aJ:l 
as nucle! for the process of bush clumprng. As bush clumps expand they pro,ide an 
environment sUItable for the recruitment of additIOnal sand forest species, wtuch leads 
to the formation ofpalches of sand foresl These patches appear (0 ha, e lJ. schleeter; 
as the mos( common cano~' species, 
Another canopy community occurrod within sand forest., which ",as dommated 
by Cle;,,/anlhu, ,~-hleetefl. Based on its fairly e,-en sue-class distnbution CUH- e and 
absence fTom grassland patches, C schleeter; is poSl;ibly a socondaI)' succesSOr withJn 
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success as a canopy dominant may be the result of these two factors, although further 
research on this species would be required to clarifY this. 
Results of ordination and classification of forest plots, suggested that the 
species composition of forest plots inside the reserve did not differ for the most part to 
those in an equivalent area outside the reserve (Site 2). This was possibly because the 
intensity of disturbance within the forest at this communal site was fairly low, as sand 
forest patches were used mainly for the harvesting of individual trees and no clearing 
for agriculture was taking place. In terms of the dynamics however, certain species 
displayed differences in size-class distribution between the sites. Significantly higher 
densities of seedlings of Newtonia hildebrandtii occurred at both disturbed sites 
outside the reserve (Sites 2 and 3) compared to Site 1 inside. This points to the 
possibility that recruitment of this species occurs more readily in highly disturbed 
sites than in undisturbed sites. Additionally, Cassipourea mossambicensis had 
substantially fewer individuals of intermediate size-classes. However, this probably 
resulted from the preferred use of these sizes by commercial gatherers for bark 
removal. 
The forest as a whole was shown to be 'coarse-grained' and is thus 
synonymous with others grouped as 'coastal forests' within KwaZulu-Natal 
(Geldenhuys & MacDeveUe 1989). These forests were surmised to be characterised 
by species that are dependent on a degree of disturbance to regenerate and, like sand 
forest, their species composition may be the result of human disturbance in the past 
(Everard et al. 1994; van Wyk et ai. 1996). Such forests appear to be dominated by 
canopy species that are shade-intolerant, produce low numbers of seedlings and are 
possibly reliant on vegetative reproduction as opposed to regeneration by seedlings. 
If these findings are accurate, they have significant implications for sand 
forest protected in reserves under 'non-interference' management regimes, as canopy 
species may require intermittent large-scale disturbances for their continued 
regeneration, either by resprouting following damage or by reseeding in open areas. 
If these conditions are not present within the reserve, the continued survival of such 
species may be undermined. 
The investigation of a range of human uses showed that N. hildebrandtii was 
being targeted for fuelwood sales. This study found that sellers appeared to be using 
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a number of sellers indicated that they did bum trees when deadwood was not 
available and thus further investigation and monitoring is needed. 
C. schlecteri was the species most used for the manufacture of crafts. Despite 
a demonstrated capacity to resprout following felling for building material and crafts, 
this study found that the use of C. schlecteri appeared to be unsustainable. This was 
based on the number of stalls that were operating at the time of the study (1997). A 
recent count of stalls along the same section of road shows an incr:ease from the 6 that 
were operational in 1997 to 21 in May 2001 (Table 1). A total of 14 new craft stalls 
selling trays were counted, of which 11 occurred in the 8 km stretch of road between 
Tembe Elephant Park and Mtikini store where no stalls had been present in 1997. 
Interestingly only 3 new stalls had been established on the 5.3 km section between 
Mtikini and the last stall (2 km east of Phondweni), which indicates a possible market 
saturation driven either by social territories of crafters or by availability of trees. 
Only one stall had an alternative product to bowls and sold traditional fish trap 
baskets (isifonya). 
Part of the initial section of road (TEP to Mtikini) falls into the Site 2 study 
area where relatively few C. schlecteri trees were encountered (see Chapter 3). Thus 
it would be interesting to see whether species other than C. schlecteri and Albizia 
forbesii are being targeted as is occurring at Site 3. It is likely that species such as 
Spirostachys africana and Brachylaena huillensis, are being used, as they were 
identified by crafters in interviews as being good craft material. 
II Future research and management recommendations for implementation 
inTEP 
If a more 'interference' -based management strategy is to be implemented for 
sand forest within TEP, further research and experimentation would be necessary to 
determine the scale and frequency of disturbances required. 
In order to promote the successional process (from grassland to bush clumps 
through to forest), if that was deemed to be in keeping with the objectives of the 
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sections of TEP. I suggest that the existing elephant exclosure (Site 1) be used as a 
control in order to exclude heavy browsing. Additional sites would be necessary as 
comparisons. These could be monitored over time using pennanent vegetation plots, 
GIS mapping as well as aerial photographic analysis. As change in the mosaic 
appears to be extremely gradual, fire exclusion plots should be seen as a permanent 
features of the reserve and written into the management plan. 
Other questions need further investigation. One is: how did the short multi-
stemmed individuals in the grassland get there to begin with? Were they formerly 
adults in a forest patch that was destroyed by fire and persisted by resprouting from 
remaining underground parts? Or did they recruit into the grassland by seed dispersed 
from mature D. schlecteri trees in a nearby forest patch? 
To investigate the latter possibility, evidence would be required of the 
presence of single-stemmed D. schlecteri shrubs in the grassland. This would indicate 
that recruitment from seed in the grassland could occur. The fact that all small shrubs 
were multi-stemmed in this study may only indicate that the study area was subject to 
a similar burning regime. Thus, if small single-stemmed D. schlectert shrubs had 
occurred in the grassland, they may have been damaged and resprouted accounting for 
the absence of single-stemmed shrubs. Other grassland patches within the reserve 
should be searched for single-stemmed seedlings and shrubs, particularly those areas 
that have been excluded from fires. 
Secondly, an experiment to test the germination requirements of D. 
schlecteri's hard, Acacia-like seed could indicate whether the gut contents of a 
monkey or elephant are sufficient to break the testa or whether heat shock or smoke is 
required to activate the process (e.g. Dixon et al. 1995; Keith 1997; Keeley & 
Fotheringham 1998). Thus, if recruitment were taking place in the grassland, the 
necessity for burning to trigger germination would be more adequately understood. I 
suspect that seedling recruitment does occur given the profusion of edible fruits 
produced which attract a range of dispersers including elephants (pooley 1993), birds, 
monkeys and people (pers. obs.) . 
• :. Su.ccession between the two canopy comml4nity types'! 
As communities in certain forest types appear to be linked along a 
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(e.g. in coastal lowland forest; van Wyk et al. 1996), this may be the case for sand 
forest. In other words, the possibility exists that D. schleeter; community is the 
pioneering stage of a C. schlecteri climax community. This question would need to 
be answered be further research. 
The arguments presented in this study suggest that D. schlecteri-dominated 
community may represent an earlier successional community while that dominated by 
C. schleeter;, may be a more secondary community of forest development. Most 
adult D. schlecteri individuals in patches of the D. schlecteri community type were 
found to be senescent (Figure 7; Chapter 2). Recruitment of this species within the 
forest was limited and was mainly restricted to intermediate grassland patches. Thus 
this community type appears to be similar to the 'core' forest community described 
for a coastal lowlands forest (van Wyk et al. 1996). In their study the 'core' forest 
was constituted of canopy species deemed to be primary successors with a notable 
absence of regeneration within the forest. Like D. schleeter;, these canopy species 
appeared to invade the disturbed grassland areas outside the forest. In the absence of 
disturbance, it was deemed that this community type had a limited life-span. This is 
likely to be the case for the D. schlecteri community in sand forest. 
As C. schlecteri appears to be a secondary successor, further research would 
be necessary to determine whether it invades these D. schlecteri-dominated patches or 
whether this former community is formed by independent mechanisms. 
Newtonia hildebrandtit was identified as one of the canopy dominants in this 
study. Evidence suggested that its origin in the forest could be the result of 
recruitment into large disturbed sites, such as in sections of forest at Site 3 that had 
been burned and cleared for subsistence agriculture. 
Although this study has emphasised the role played by disturbances such as 
fire in the recruitment success of sand forest species, the leached oligotrophic sands 
on which they grow would also certainly influence their survival strategies. We 
uprooted three of the N. hildebrandtii seedlings found at Site 3 and found that a 
seedling of about 30 cm in height possessed a taproot approximately three times its 
length (Plate 24). The occurrence of a taproot suggests that N. hildebrandtii is 
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is primarily dependent on sufficient light levels. Further studies on the depth of soil 
moisture would be required to investigate this further. 
The almost total lack of regeneration of N hildebrandtii within the reserve 
may be cause for serious concem I suspect that N hildebrandtii is reliant on episodic 
recruitment events for regeneration. The lack of seedlings and the dense wood of 
these sand forest giants could indicate that its strategy is structural persistence (Bond 
& Midgley 2001; Plate 25). In other words it survives as long as possible by being 
resilient to damage and produces a profusion of wind-dispersed seeds every season on 
the chance that the conditions optimal for seed germination and seedling survival will 
occur in the immediate surroundings. As preliminary ageing tests indicate that N 
hildebrandtii trees are extremely slow growing (approximately 0.25 cmIyr; D. 
Kirkwood, unpublished data), turnover rates are likely to be occurring in intervals of 
hundreds of years. 
o Experimental plots 
These theories need to be tested experimentally in order to guide future 
management strategies for sand forest, One experiment would be the creation of large 
gaps within N hildebrandtii-dominated patches of forest. The resprouting capacity of 
adult trees, the growth increments of all individuals, as well as the recruitment and 
survival of seedlings should be closely monitored over a number of years. 
The impacts of browsing should also be investigated. Results from the study 
indicated that there are a higher number of small ungulates within the reserve than 
outside. The role played by small ungulates in seedling survival success and growth 
could be controlled for by treatments such as the erection of animal exclosure fencing 
within a number of some of the experimental plots. Additionally the impact of 
browsing on resprouting trees could also be monitored. 
The effects of the burning on the recruitment success of N hildebrandtii could 
also be tested as part of the experiment. Strong hydrophobia of soils within the 
forests (pers. obs.) may point to the existence of elements within the soils that inhibit 
seedling recruitment. These might even be a mechanism employed by a shade-
intolerant 'persisting pioneer' such as N. hildebrandtii to prevent being overtopped by 
secondary plant successors. Thus burning treatments could be incorporated as part of 
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the establishment of seedlings than Wlbumed sections. As experimental plots could 
take several years to reveal results that translate into management decisions, it is 
crucial that these experiments be initiated as soon as possible. 
I disagree with the suggestion by Kruger et al. (1997) that forests dominated 
by sprouting trees require less conservation priority due to their ability to survive 
disturbance. Resprouting forests may be at more risk as most of their regenerative 
potential is invested in their individual structures rather than in a seedling bank safety 
net. Thus if they are harvested in ways that cause death, they could be lost altogether 
from the system. For instance, if N hildebrandtii trees senesce, die and are not 
replaced, there are no smaller individuals to replace them The virtual extinction in 
KwaZulu-Natal of the popular medicinal tree, Warburgia salutaris (Cunningham 
2001), deemed to be a potent sprouter, is evidence of this. 
The harvesting of C. mossambicensis bark for the medicinal trade appears to 
be resulting in high mortality rates in Wlprotected forest (Chapters 3 and 4). 
Experiments, using trees within the reserve, could be Wldertaken to ascertain the 
maximum quantity of bark that should be removed from C. mossambicensis after 
which resprouting no longer takes place. Individuals of size classes of 5-20 em dbh 
in particular, should be used as these are the sizes that appear to be targeted by 
commercial gatherers for bark removal. 
.. Approaches to sand forest conservation outside reserves 
Management of sand forest within reserves may be relatively simple 
compared to that outside the reserve. I attended a seminar in Cape Town in 1998 
where Richard Leakey emphasised the crucial role played by reserves in Africa for 
the protection of ecosystem processes and biodiversity so rapidly disappearing at the 
hand of humans. He went on to say that reserves should be protected at all costs and 
not be made available to subsistence harvesters for utilisation He felt that the 
inevitability of protected areas being transformed into oases within a desert of 
environmental degradation should encourage conservationists not to waste resources 
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and are popular within some conservation circles where local inhabitants are seen as 
the enemy of a successful protection plan for biodiversity. 
From my experience of the social and ecological workings of 
Maputaland during my time there, I found its problems to be complex. A 'quick-fix' 
solution to conservation of sand forest outside reserves is thus unlikely to succeed. 
These problems appeared to at odds with the development of sustainable plan for sand 
forest outside reserves and they need to be understood before possible solutions can 
be arrived at. The following are amongst those that I found to be particularly 
concerning: 
o Communal land ownership 
The first possible inhibiting factor to sustainable resource use is the 
communal ownership of land in Maputaland. This gives rise to the scenario where 
fellow community members have to compete with one another for limited communal 
resources. Thus an individual is disadvantaged by restricting his use of the natural 
resources available within his community's territory, as a fellow community member 
will remove them if he does not. This 'tragedy of the commons' dilemma (Hardin 
1968) was played out both in the harvesting of C. schlecteri trees for craft 
manufacture as wen as in the commercial gathering of medicinal plants. In the former 
instance, a crafter had to cut down as many trees as possible given that the resource 
was limited and possibly in non-renewable supply. Ifhe did not exploit this resource, 
the crafters in the next stall would remove the best trees and he would lose out 
financially. There was thus no incentive for him to leave the trees unharvested. On 
the contrary, there was an urgency for him to fell as many as possible. The marked 
increase in the number of craft stalls, each one manufacturing the same product, 
indicates that competition for the resource is intense. 
It would appear that the only solution for the alleviation of this problem 
would be for each individual to obtain a privately-owned section of land which he 
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system of land tenure will be changed in the foreseeable future and thus other 
solutions need to be found. 
o Consequences of poverty 
A second problem is the poverty under which most families in northern 
Maputaland live. High unemployment rates, poor levels of education, lack of skills 
training, and the loss of jobs of migrant workers from urban centres, places the onus 
on local resources to provide 'green security' (Cunningham & Davis 1997) to serve as 
a buffer against extreme poverty. The immediacy of basic survival is understandably 
prioritised over consideration of the needs of future generations. Traditional practices 
that have been undertaken sustainably for generations are becoming unsustainable 
with modem day population pressures. 
o Belief systems 
The cultural and religious beliefs of the people of Maputaland and South 
Africa at large, coupled with the need for employment, are the potent forces driving 
the multi-million rand trade in medicinal plants. The need to be cleansed, protected 
from evil and given power (Cunningham & Davis 1997), are sought in the medicinal 
and magical properties of plants. Until a revolution occurs in cultural and religious 
beliefs, and alternative employment opportunities are found for people selling plants 
commercially, the exploitation of sand forest plants will be perpetuated. 
o Poor law enforcement outside reserves 
Another problem issue is the poor law enforcement capacity within 
South Africa, and particularly in Maputaland where, for a host of reasons such as 
limited funding, staff and resources, as well as internal corruption, formal policing is 
restricted. Although national laws are in place to protect over-harvesting and sale of 
endangered species, sale and transport of large bags of plant parts takes place daily 
and these activities are largely unchallenged. Additionally, the trade in medicinal 
plants has been informally recognised by the government and markets in urban 
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to make a livelihood in a country with high unemployment rates coupled with the 
strong cultural and medical needs of South Africans, has possibly motivated the 
loosening of controls. This led Osborne et al. (1994) to conclude that the trade in 
traditional medicines poses 'an enigma of the South African situation to which it is 
difficult to find a solution' (Cunningham & Davis 1997). 
These sentiments are echoed for all aspects of human resource use by 
many people in conservation circles, particularly those working on the ground close to 
the sobering realities of these problems. Formal conservation agencies in KwaZulu-
Natal such as the NCS, are suffering major cuts in government funding which limits 
their capacity to develop solutions for the over-exploitation of plants outside protected 
areas. The reduction in funding is paradoxical given the emphasis placed by the 
government on the development of a thriving eco-tourism economy in South Africa 
Instead, large-scale staff retrenchments are currently taking place and these, coupled 
with voluntmy resignations, have resulted in a loss of expertise and experience from 
conservation organisations. Those remaining are left with a skeleton staff and limited 
operating budgets which restrict their capacity to take on major community 
conservation endeavours beyond the borders of their reserves. 
o Differing perceptions of the role of protected areas 
Also, there is a perception that harvesting of sand forest products by local 
people within a protected area will detract from the reserve's goals of the protection 
of biodiversity and maintenance of ecosystem functioning. Local people on the other 
hand, seem resentful of reserves from which, in many cases, they have been removed 
in the past. Some appear to see these protected areas as land that is rightfully theirs 
from which they deserve certain benefit, particularly as they are usually in marginal 
areas of low agricultural potential while reserves appear to have a bounty of natural 
resources. These disparities may be inherent (e.g. poor sandy soils around TEP) or 
induced (e.g. removal of antelope through hunting). This perception has been 
demonstrated over the past 4 years by the multiple land claims put forward by local 
people in their quest to win back ownership of protected areas such as Ndumo Game 
Reserve, TEP's neighbour to the west. 
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Although Maputaland has relatively less transformed land than other 
parts of South Africa, unprotected areas are under increasing pressure from alternative 
land-use options such as forestry and mining. These possibilities are attractive to 
local community members who stand to gain returns for rental of their land as well as 
employment opportunities. Great pressure is therefore being placed on protected 
areas as well as on communally owned land to be economically competitive as land-
use options. Thus if support for conservation is not gained by local communities and 
by the government, it is likely that these areas will be lost. 
As I see it, these core problems will need to be addressed and overcome 
if a viable conservation plan is to be established for sand forest both outside and 
insideTEP. 
The perception of formal conservation in South Africa has undergone a 
series of changes this century from a strongly preservationist approach, where local 
people were excluded from reserves, to the initiation of skills training and education 
programmes for reserve 'neighbours', to the current phase of joint participatory 
management involving all parties. The thinking inherent in this latter approach is for 
conservation and local communities to develop mutually beneficial partnerships to 
formulate solutions to optimally manage the environment incorporating both 
protected and surrounding areas. Although this type of thinking may take many more 
years to permeate into conservation circles across the spectrum, I do not believe it is 
the sole solution. The combination of all three approaches may be necessary and 
wisdom is required as to which are most useful under a given set of circumstances. 
As I see it, the key to sand forest conservation is the development of a multi-faceted 
regional plan that taps into all resources in the region and involves as wide a sphere of 
concerned and affected parties as possible. 
o Eco-tourism 
Creative strategies that are implemented elsewhere in Southern Africa, 
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solutions for Maputaland (Cunningham 2001). Although possibly not directly 
applicable in the South African context, the basic concept of programmes such as 
CAMPFIRE is that natural resources are given a monetary value to individuals within 
a community, over and above the value gained from them if they were used purely for 
subsistence purposes. This provides incentive for people to reduce subsistence use in 
favour of these alternative benefits. 
o Eco-tourism as an alternative land-use option 
Eco-tourism as a land-use form could provide this scenario. It is a highly 
preferable alternative to the more destructive options such as dune mining or forestry. 
Also local communities stand to benefit from developments that are established either 
on their own land or on land in protected areas neighbouring them. The nature of the 
benefit may range widely and will depend on the type of eco-tourism development 
that is established there. On the one end of the scale, communities could receive a 
community levy, generally a percentage of the tourist entry fees of a reserve (e.g. 
communities surrounding TEP). On the other end of the scale, a community could 
donate their land for the creation of a new reserve and thus be shareholders and 
partners in the development (e.g. proposals for the Greater St Lucia Wetland Park). 
A major opportunity exists to optimise on these types of ventures, given 
the larger goals for the Maputaland region, which is currently being developed as an 
eco-tourism destination by the national govemment's Lebombo Spatial Development 
Initiative (LSDI) programme. Although most of these developments are planned for 
the coastal regions within the Greater St Lucia Wetland Park, which lies east of the 
sand forest zone, the whole region will stand to benefit from the influx of tourists to 
the area and increased development opportunities. The aim of this scheme is an 
integrated development plan between the private sector, local communities, the SOl 
and the NCS, whereby private sector developers are invited to set up eco-tourism 
ventures at certain designated sites, primarily within protected areas. Local 
communities have been incorporated in the development plan and those neighbouring 
the sites will receive a share of the income generated and will be given employment 
opportunities. Also, community conservation areas (CCAs) are being established 
(e.g. at Lake Sibaya), where communities are contributing their land to the formation 
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Thus as owners of the land desired by tourism developers, local 
communities are increasingly being viewed as key role players. Far from communal 
ownership being part of the problem, it suddenly becomes part of the solution. A 
single community member could never be in a position to offer up sufficient land for 
a tourist development on his own, but as part of community, he can receive benefits. 
In terms of the ramifications of this strategy for the conservation of sand 
forest, plans are underway in the area south of TEP (incorporating part of Site 2) to 
establish a 4000 ha reserve (Tshanini Game Reserve) which will possibly be linked to 
TEP in the future. This eco-tourism development involves partnerships between 
conservation authorities, private investors and the local community as the landowners. 
Conservation will gain from the increased protection afforded to sand forest, while the 
community will receive employment opportunities, skills training and a share in the 
reserve's income as shareholders. According to this study (see Chapters 3 and 4), 
other than species targeted for the medicinal trade, this section of sand forest did not 
appear to be under immediate threat and was in fact comparable in terms of species 
diversity and dynamic functioning to forest within TEP (Site 1). However, with 
human pressure mounting in other sections of sand forest (e.g. Site 3), for subsistence 
agriculture and the range of other uses investigated in this thesis, the protection 
afforded to this additional section of forest will safe-guard it against these mounting 
pressures. 
o Skills development and use ofloeal knowledge 
Other benefits to communities may be the provision of jobs and training 
within tourist developments. This is the case in Tembe Safaris, a private tourist lodge 
within TEP, where cooks and local guides from the community are trained to assist in 
the running of the camp. Skills training received could stand them in good stead for 
future employment. 
Thus the expertise of local people with their vast knowledge of the bush 
is being recognised and channelled into an employment opportunity that will benefit 
all parties. Botanical experts such as Bhekazitha Gwala who assisted in this particular 
project, would be an invaluable asset to a tourist venture, either within TEP or in the 
new Tshanini Game Reserve. Guided trails where people from the community 
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provide an exceptional experience for visitors to the area. At the same time, the 
guides themselves would benefit financially. This could not only aid in keep the 
rapidly dwindling local knowledge systems alive (Cunningham 1986; 1994; Mavi 
1994), but it would provide local people a tangible benefit for ensuring the survival of 
sand forest. 
For these reasons I tend to disagree with Richard's Leakey's viewpoint 
that local people should not be involved in conservation. On the contrary, I believe 
that if they are not seen as key partners in environmental conservation initiatives, and 
if reserves are not made more competitively viable land-use options, sand forest and 
existing reserves will be lost. 
o Co-management 
Although eco-tourism is one solution, not all communal areas are viable 
for such enterprises. There is thus a great need for formal conservation agencies, the 
government, researchers and NOO's to collaborate with communities to find methods 
of sand forest management that will be advantageous to all involved groups. This 
strategy of • co-management , has been implemented successfully in KwaZulu-Natal 
(e.g. Harris et al. 1996), the Transkei (Dr. G. Calvo-Ugarteburu pers. comm.) as wen 
as in other parts of Africa (e.g. Baran & Tous 1999). Co-management committees 
should be established by the NCS in each community with delegates from all affected 
parties. Committee establishment could be motivated for by emphasising the goal 
common to all of them, namely to ensure that sand forest resources will be available 
at optimum levels on a permanent basis. If this goal is accomplished, all parties stand 
to benefit. For the conservation sector, the protection of biodiversity and ecosystem 
processes will be achieved. For eco-tourism developers, the maintenance of an 
'unspoilt' environment in areas surrounding their reserves will create greater potential 
for the generation of revenue in the form of a continued influx of tourists. For the 
local community, plant products will be available at optimal levels for harvesting and 
employment opportunities will increasingly exist. These committees would initially 
provide a forum for 'cross-pollination' of ideas (Cunningham 1994) between all 
stakeholders in order to find creative solutions that can be of mutual benefit. From 
there, an integrated co-management strategy could be developed for sand forest in 
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Evidence of the potential for this type of strategy was highlighted during 
interactions with various sectors of the local community during my time in 
Maputaland. Traditional healers expressed great concern at the unsustainable 
harvesting practices of commercial gatherers and at the subsequent increase in rarity 
of many important medicinal sand forest species. As a powerfully influential sector 
of rural societies, traditional healers share ideals of sustainable utilisation with 
conservation organisations, as healers stand to lose income if resources are depleted. 
Additionally an induna (headman) of one of the local communities at Site 3 expressed 
great concern over the influx of outsiders (particularly medicinal gatherers and people 
using poles for building material), into the forest under his jurisdiction and he was 
strongly opposed to the unlawful removal of his resources. He felt the solution would 
be to set up community policing patrols to protect his resources from destruction by 
outsiders. 
o Training, policing, management and business development 
A range of activities could be undertaken through these co-management 
forums, including training, policing, resource management and business development. 
For instance, training workshops could be held where traditional healers and 
conservation officials advise commercial gatherers in their communities on 
techniques of sustainable harvesting to ensure their long-term employment as 
gatherers. In the case of C. mossambicensis, for example, the gatherers could be 
advised on amounts of bark that can be removed to allow the continued survival of 
these trees, based on results of research within TEP. A policing forum could be 
established for each community, incorporating members of the community hierarchy, 
sangomas, inyangas and NCS officials to ensure policies are being adhered to. This 
could include the development of a permit system stipulating amounts and types of 
plant material that may be removed. Large cultivation projects for species such as C. 
mossambicensis, S. mitostemmatoides and A. natalinus should be initiated both inside 
and outside reserves that would offset the over-use of indigenous plants. 
Additionally, local communities could be exposed to the wide range of 
crafts that could be made as alternatives to bowls, which would be sustainable as a 
long-term employment option. For instance the sale of traditional fish traps (isifonya; 
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tourists. As they are constructed of small sticks of a range of species (Pooley 1993), 
they are a far more sustainable alternative to bowl manufacture. Another option that 
is becoming increasingly popular, particularly in urban centres, is the construction of 
crafts from waste products such as plastic bags. Not only is the material easily 
accessible and does not cost anything, but crafters would also help alleviate the litter 
problem around local stores. 
Conservation representatives on co-management committees could act as 
a resource to link community members to employment opportunities or training 
workshops for skills development. Local communities are often unaware of 
initiatives such as the LSDI craft training programme, cultivation courses for 
traditional healers such as those run by Silverglen Nursery in Durban or permaculture 
workshops by NGO's such as Trees for Africa or Abelimi Bhezekbaya (Farmers of 
the Home). Additionally, NGO's that offer training in the initiation of small business 
ventures for local people could be invited to train people on how to establish and run a 
businesses. A primary target group could be the crafters and wood sellers who are 
involved in exploiting sand forest products commercially in order to offset their 
reliance on local resources. 
Continued funding for existing environmental education centres (e.g. the 
NCS centre neighbouring Ndumo Game Reserve) should constantly be sought. The 
work of highly experienced and dedicated NCS staff members to promote awareness 
of conservation principles to local communities and schools is invaluable for the 
future survival of the forest These officials play a crucial role in providing awareness 
of the various problems in Maputaland and could assist in transforming people's 
thinking in terms of the necessity for sustainable harvesting practices and 
management of sand forest. 
o Joint research and monitoring 
In terms of research,· a collaborative venture could be initiated as has 
previously been undertaken by researchers in the area (e.g. Cunningham 1985; Kyle et 
al. 1997), where local people are employed to monitor the use or sale of various 
resources. A number of crafters could be employed to count the number, types and 
sizes of crafts sold each month over a number of years. This data would then 
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predictions on the rates at which crafts are sold, and the consequent impact on the 
forest A similar system may be used for wood sellers. This should be combined with 
monitoring of availability of the C. schlecteri and N hildebrandtii trees by trained 
researchers. Management decisions could be formulated from these records. This 
should take place as soon as possible particularly as results from this study suggest 
that the use of C. schleeteri trees was unsustainable at 1997 use levels. 
As N hildebrandtii is the species most targeted for wood sales, an 
experiment involving local people could be undertaken within the reserve, modelled 
on other such studies in South Africa (e.g. Shackleton 1998). In his particular project, 
Shackleton established a number of permanent plots in 3 protected areas. Members of 
the neighbouring community were invited to enter the reserves at the end of 
September each year and to remove all deadwood they deemed useful as fuelwood. 
Amounts were weighed and the process was repeated for 3 consecutive years. The 
aim of the project was to ascertain the quantity of deadwood that could be produced 
each year. This experiment could be repeated in TEP to enable an assessment of 
sustainable wood removal rates ifharvesting was allowed within the reserve. 
Similarly, experiments to ascertain sustainable harvesting rates could be 
conducted within TEP, where trees are experimentally cut down and their rates of 
recovery monitored. Local community members, who have had years of experience 
of observing the effects of harvesting on trees, could be involved in the 
experimentation. This information could provide insights as to the development of a 
sustainable harvesting strategy. 
o Project funding 
Thus there are many opportunities to improve sand forest management 
outside and inside reserves. In order to implement these proposals, an integrated 
forum would need to be set up for the development of a strategic overall plan to 
ensure projects are in keeping with the conservation objectives for the region. The 
forum would provide support and direction for the various endeavours once they have 
been established. It is unlikely that the NCS has adequate manpower or finances 
available to give full attention to the strategies I have proposed and these 
recommendations may therefore seem naive. It would thus be necessary for relevant 
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the private sector for the employment of a number of full-time project co-ordinators to 
implement these ventures. I myself am currently working on such a co-management 
project with subsistence fishers on the Maputaland coast. In my particular case a 
researcher within the NCS identified the need for the project, secured funding from an 
NGO for its running costs. I think this approach could be successfully applied to sand 
forest. A range of organisations could be approached. The government for instance, 
has a substantial poverty relief fund that is made available to projects that provide 
employment and skills training to unemployed people. Several NGO's such the 
Green Trust (WWFSA), fund projects aimed at community conservation initiatives. 
Also large corporate firms often have an environmental division and these could be 
approached for project funding . 
.. And fmally 
Although the solutions may be 'difficult to find' (Osborne et al. 1994), and 
this summary is an over-simplification of the issues at stake, I feel that ways forward 
for sand forest conservation do exist. But they need to be urgently and aggressively 
addressed. Implementers must seek to find the tenuous balance between too much 
and too little disturbance on either side of the reserve fence. If the status quo is 
allowed to continue, it is likely that sand forest in Maputaland may join the fate of 
other tropical dry forests worldwide and become 'of interest only to palaeoeoologists' 
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